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Now wash
your hands

News

People laugh at my level of
concern about the potential of viral
pandemics to do harm. I have my
reasons. One hundred and one
years to the month my great
uncle died of Spanish influenza.
Having survived the horrors of
fighting through the trenches
of World War I, he wrote to his
mother in November 1918 to
announce his war was over and
he would be heading home in
February 1919 once his remaining
sapper operations were complete.
He never made it. He died in
France of Spanish flu that
same February.
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Prepare for a relaxed life

As a child this story emphasised
my parents rather Victorian
approach that ‘cleanliness is
next to godliness’. I realised that
no global military conflict can
compare with the killing power of
bacteria and viruses. It’s why I get
triggered by people walking out of
public bathrooms without washing
their hands.

66
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Buying crystals: what to watch out for
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Now stir in the rise in global
population, plus lingering poverty,
plus poor state governance, plus
mass transit and I feel obliged
to at least respect the potential
of this bug.
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As factories in China close and
production facilities around the
world start to reduce their output
as part bins run empty, I wonder
how many of those origanisations’
SWOT analysis paperwork included
‘global pandemic’ in the Threat
Quadrant? Not many I bet.
Remember, if you chose to single
source your supply of critical
technologies from a distant land,
you will one day pay a price.
Just because it’s a one-hundredyear event doesn’t mean it can’t
be tomorrow.

Articles appearing in this magazine do not necessarily express the views of the Editor or the publishers. Every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of information published. No legal responsibility will be accepted by the publishers for loss arising from articles / information contained
and published. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form
without the written consent of the publishers. Cover image – ©shutterstock.com/bestdesigns
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New service
simplifies bespoke
battery specification

Anglia has announced a new battery pack
service, offering standard, customised
and bespoke solutions utilising primary
or rechargeable cells in a choice of
output voltages and capacities. The
initiative helps clients meet demand for
untethered electronics where the battery
pack is an invisible, but central, element of
the user experience.

ES News

View current
editions online

Technical director of Anglia, David Pearson,
explained: “Users expect their device to be
ready for use when they want it, where they
want it and that’s only possible if you make
smart choices when selecting the battery
for the power source. We’re here to help
with those choices.”

www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk
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Anglia’s total battery pack service embraces
a range of chemistries including lithium-ion,
lithium polymer, lithium iron phosphate,
NiMH, lithium thionyl chloride as well
as other non-rechargeable chemistries.
Anglia also offers safety approvals so
custom packs can be manufactured and
supplied with the required safety approvals,
including UL for the US market.
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Follow us on
Twitter for the
latest day to
day news!

Specify security in
IoT projects

Arrow has announced an engineering
services collaboration with Microchip
Technology to simplify connectivity and
security across industrial, smart building and
energy markets.
Under the agreement, Arrow will augment
Microchip’s smart, connected, secure
portfolio with engineering services so
that original equipment manufacturers
can decrease their time to market and
meet requirements in recent government
legislation and NIST IoT security guidelines.
According to NIST, cybersecurity and privacy
risks for internet of things devices should
encompass three risk mitigation goals
including protecting: device security, data
security, and individuals’ privacy.
Senior vice president of worldwide client
engagement at Microchip Technology,
Mitch Little, said: “Technology, pervasively,
is embedded in everything. Every industry
and every system are being fundamentally
shaped by connected edge technology.
These intelligent edge systems are running
fundamental and critical executions, and they
must be secure.”
The first secure end-to-end platform resulting
from this collaboration is the Shield96. This
platform enables OEMs to have the required
security foundation integrated into the
reference design.
www.arrow.com

Anglia not only offers battery packs with a
suite of customisation options; customers
can even have their own part number and
brand name printed on the packs.
www.anglia-live.com

Power modules ready
for same day dispatch

Flex Power Modules has signed a
partnership agreement with Digi-Key
Electronics to expand its global footprint
and accelerate customer order fulfilment.
All Flex Power Modules products will be
listed on Digi-Key’s website and available
for purchase, with many held in stock for
same-day dispatch.
Vice president and general manager,
Flex Power Modules, Marcus Hansson,
said: “This agreement offers a new
global sales channel for our customers
to buy Flex Power Modules products,
and, by improving the speed of delivery,
it demonstrates our commitment to
engineers worldwide. Digi-Key delivers
excellent service to its customers, which
is one of the core business values held
by Flex.”
Vice president of global supplier
management at Digi-Key Electronics,
David Stein, added: “Customers demand
high efficiency and high power density
in a small size, while still being able to
check the box on value for money. Flex
Power Modules’ market-leading products
deliver just that to customers.”
flex.com

@Electrosourcing
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Order processing
SEARCH, CHECK STOCK, TRACK, PURCHASE

made easy

Simplify your purchasing with our
custom productivity tools
mouser.co.uk/servicesandtools
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ES News
In Brief
Maximise material planning
Arrow Electronics and supply
chain software provider,
Perzeptron, have teamed
up to supply Perzeptron’s
material-planning software.
The MiG software connects
to existing ERP systems to
enhance the production
process flow and ensure
material bottlenecks are
addressed quickly. This
reduces processing times
and minimises the capital
tied up in production,
improving productivity
and delivery reliability for
manufacturing companies.
www.arrow.com
EMS expands UK-India links
UK electronics manufacturing
services provider, AWS
Electronics Group, is to be
acquired by Incap. AWS’
production facilities in the UK
and Slovakia complement
Incap’s facilities in Estonia and
India, providing opportunities
to widen commercial
prospects between the UK
and India. AWS will be able
to offer a broader and more
complete service portfolio
with further benefits in
material purchasing.
www.awselectronicsgroup.com
AS6081 helps stop
supply shocks
Global sourcing distributor,
Fusion Worldwide, has
received AS6081 quality
certification. This aerospace
management standard
helps mitigate the risk of
buying, receiving and selling
counterfeit parts and is a
major move for Fusion as
it continuously raises quality
standards as part of its
mission to solve supply
chain shocks.
fusionww.com
UK boost for in-chip
evolution
Moortec Semiconductor
is to open a third office
in Bristol, in response to
global demand for its in-chip
technologies. Working with
tier-1 companies globally,
the new Bristol team will
help deliver robust solutions
to enhance semiconductor
device reliability and optimise
chip performance. The team
will be working on silicon
finFET technologies down to
five nano-meter and below.
www.moortec.com

Coronavirus disrupts
display panel
production in China
IHS Markit, a technology research
company, is alerting buyers to the fact the
the escalating coronavirus crisis is impacting
display panel production at factories located
in Wuhan, China. This will create a significant
near-term reduction in the global supply
of panels used in liquid crystal display
televisions, prompting rising prices.
There are five factories in the city producing
liquid crystal displays and organic lightemitting diode panels that will experience
near-term slowdowns in production.
With the situation still evolving, the
magnitude of the supply shortfall on
multiple display types is unclear, however,
Chinese panel makers believe total capacity
utilisation for all LCD fabs in the country
could fall by more than 20 per cent during
the month of February.

of the coronavirus outbreak. These factories
are facing shortages of both labour and
key components as a result of mandates
designed to limit the contagion’s spread.
In the face of these challenges, a near-term
production decline is unavoidable.”
The immediate impact of the production
reduction has been a worldwide decrease
in availability and an increase in pricing for
LCD-TV panels with suppliers and purchasers
alike scrambling to adjust to swiftly changing
market conditions.
www.ihsmarkit.com

IHS Markit's senior director, displays, David
Hsieh, said: “Display facilities in Wuhan are
currently dealing with the very real impacts

One module has multiprotocol wireless sorted
Available in the UK from Rutronik, Minew’s
new MS88SF2 multi-protocol module can
be operated with various wireless protocols
including Bluetooth 5.0, ZigBee 3.0, Thread
and ANT, as well as with proprietary
2.4GHz stacks. It is based on Nordic's
system-on-chip nRF52840 short-range
wireless microcontroller.
This highly integrated module contains all
the necessary components from radio to
different antennas and the antenna-matching
network or antenna plug for external antenna
connection. It boasts sufficient computing
power for complex algorithms and also for
floating-point calculations. The 1MB flash
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memory can hold several radio stacks but
also larger customer applications with
enough space for data logger tasks.
With its attractive pricing and certification to
CE, FCC, IC, TELEC and BQB, the MS88SF2
module is expected to lower the cost of
building network nodes in all kinds of
applications from blood glucose meters
to 3D glasses and gaming controllers.
www.rutronik.com

Long term stock
agreements
working for you
Flexible delivery around your needs …
Whether you know when you require the stock
or not, you can either pre-set the delivery on
speciﬁc dates, or simply let us know as you need
the stock by calling off throughout the period.

1. Quote and order

2. Agreement start

Sourcing, negotiating on your behalf, providing ﬁxed ricing
and conﬁrming all costs and options up front including the
expected start date.

We’ll inform you when the stock ﬁrst arrives at our site in
Colchester, at which point the agreement period will start*.

3. Pay for what you use, when you use it

4. We’ll keep track for you

We will invoice you when we deliver your goods, with a ﬁnal
invoice for the last delivery with any remaining stock.

We will send you a monthly update informing you of the
balance of stock and the period left. We’ll also give you
some advanced notice for when the agreement will end.

*Our long term stock agreements are non-cancellable but we will always endeavour to help you with any challenges you have regarding changes in customer demand. Agreements can be renewed.

helping you make it

www.rapidonline.com

N
Configurable
supplies in stock

Components Bureau can now offer
purchasers the latest digital configurable
power supplies from Artesyn Embedded
Power.

Get your guide
to consolidating
component buying

Essentra Components has published
an online guide to help purchasers
consolidate component buying. The
advice will be welcomed by companies
worldwide that are struggling with
multiple suppliers, all working to
differing standards and practices.

Harness
manufacturer
increases capacity

UK manufacturer of cable
looms and harnesses, Convert,
has doubled its assembly area
to 11,000ft² after investing in
additional premises, increasing
its capacity to meet demand.
Convert’s managing director,
Dave Lord, said: “It’s great to
mark the start of a new decade
by moving into our expanded
assembly area. We’d grown
considerably over the past
couple of years and needed
additional space. Luckily a
unit became available next
to our existing factory and
we’ve spent the past several
months converting it to suit
our requirements.”
The company, which boasts
43 skilled staff, designs and
develops a variety of cable
looms and harnesses, often
from early project stage,
servicing both low and
high-volume requirements.
Customers span automotive,
transport, marine and
scientific sectors, with Convert
manufacturing cable looms
and harnesses for car lights and
a range of industrial, medical
and marine equipment. To
meet these demands, Convert
operates the latest automatic
cable processing machines,
which excel at small
wire handling.
www.convertltd.co.uk

Set to help buyers achieve cost savings
in a complex web of supply channels,
this valuable document covers issues
such as how to benefit by streamlining
component supply and building better
relationships to achieve big benefits.
Other topics include quicker, hasslefree customer service, obtaining
improved value for money and other
factors to consider with component
consolidation. The guide encompasses
extensive teamworking experience
with real life examples to illustrate
this process.

The new Micro MP series complements the
existing 750W to 50kW iHP series, offering
400 to 1,800W. Available in four models, the
µMP series is certified for industrial EN 60950
and medical EN 60601 standards, and for use
under military MIL-STD-810E.
The robust power supply comes with
the option of conformal coating, offers
a temperature range of -40 to 70°C, and
features a low noise intelligent fan with speed
control and fault status. Supplies feature 12
outputs, an input voltage of 85 to 264V AC
and MTBF of 350,000 hours at full load. Ideal
for heavy industrial use, the µMP also meets
industrial shock and vibration requirements.
www.componentsbureau.com

www.essentracomponents.com

Website delivers
powerful selection tools

XP Power has launched a new website
designed to deliver an enhanced
experience for specifiers, buyers and
designers of power solutions in all
kinds of electronic equipment. The
site includes all products from the
XP Power range as well as detailed
technical documentation and resources
that support the purchasing process
plus 24/7 access to samples and local
technical support.
Benefits of the new site include faster
page uploads and a restructured
navigation map enabling users to reach
information more rapidly than ever
before. An enhanced product selector
tool also allows users to drill down to
the ideal product for any application.
Products can be displayed by series
or by individual part number, allowing
users to make comparisons of series,
or products within individual series.
Integration with sales partner websites
allows users to check pricing and
availability in their region.
www.xppower.com
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Looking for rugged
fibre solutions?

RS Components has announced availability of
a new rugged fibre optic connector launched
by Bulgin. Specifically designed for use in
harsh environments, the 6000 series fibre LC
duplex connector boasts IP69K and IP68rated sealing caps, providing high levels of
protection against dirt and water ingress. If
necessary, it can be fully submersed for up to
two weeks at a depth of 10m.
The connectors accommodate industry
standard LC interfaces as per IEC 61754-20.
In addition, the Mil-Tac quality cable ensures
the connector is suitable for any type of harsh
environment where deployment and retrieval
for reuse may be required. The connectors
work over the temperature range -25 to 70ºC
and, for marine applications, they meet the
requirements of EN 60068-2-52.
Connectors are offered by RS either with preassembled patch cords or assembly kits for
termination in the field.
uk.rs-online.com

With Over 250 Million Units in
Stock, We’ve Got You Covered
Delivering You the World’s Largest
Inventory of Microchip Products
￼

www.microchip.com/buy

The Microchip name and logo and the Microchip logo are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries.
All other trademarks are the property of their registered owners.
© 2020 Microchip Technology Inc. All rights reserved. DS00002552A. MEC2310A-ENG-01-20

Obsolescence

Size matters: why small
chips can offer big savings
Technical director at Anglia Components, David Pearson, explains why specifying
smaller chip passives can eliminate future obsolescence worries, saving both
time and money down the line
It is an inescapable
reality that the industrial
distribution market for chip
passives represents a very
small proportion of global
consumption. Most chip
passives go into consumer
electronic products that are
manufactured in massive
volumes. Consequently, it
makes sense to specify the
chip passive sizes that are
most widely used—even
if that means going for a
smaller device than you
would ideally like.

Identify the sweet spot

Globally, the largest
percentage, by volume, of
the chip passive market use
0201 size and below so it
is no surprise that there
is a long-term trend for
manufacturers to discontinue,
or make fewer batches of,
the larger chip passives:
1206, 0805 and 0603. We are
already witnessing managed
obsolescence on some of
these larger chip sizes.
The fact that the larger sizes
consume more material and
production capacity creates
an active disincentive for
manufacturers to produce
them. For example, reducing
the size from one platform to
the next has historically more
than doubled production
yields for the equivalent
amount of raw material.
And although currently there
isn’t a shortage, each time
the supply chain tightens, we
always see greater pressure
on the larger sizes than
the smaller.
Recently capacity availability
has improved, however,
manufacturers are still not
recommending larger sizes
for long term designs.

Look to downsize

Currently 0402 and 0201
are the sizes that Anglia
recommends for new
designs. Larger sizes are still
available, but information
from manufacturers is that
they will become increasingly
scarce longer term. You
could be caught in an endless
cycle of lengthening lead
times, restricted capacity and
rising prices. To avoid this,
consider moving to smaller
sizes for current and new
designs if they are compatible
with your voltage and value
requirements. If you have a
design that includes larger
chip passives, which you
intend to continue producing
for some time, it is worth
considering a redesign just
to get rid of them. Redesigns
are expensive, but line stops
even more so and eventually
you may simply be forced to
redesign your board anyway.
Most sub-contractors can
place 0201 and even 01005
devices, however, reworking
boards with 0201 and
01005 chip passives can be
challenging. It is therefore
important to understand any
potential yield issues due to
scrappage before selecting
which chip size to specify.

Investigate polymer
alternatives

Not every voltage and every
value is available in smaller
chip sizes because of the
physical constraints of the
material. Anglia’s advice
is to move to the smallest
chip size available in the
value and voltage required,
however, on high cap MLCC
values above 1µF, polymer
capacitors may provide
an alternative. Although
they are larger and more
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expensive on a same value
and voltage comparison,
they do not suffer with the
same DC bias characteristic
that MLCC capacitors do,
where capacitance decreases
as voltage is applied. This
means it is possible to use a
lower capacitance polymer
capacitor, thus giving an
overall system cost saving.
This is especially true where
multiple MLCCs are being
used to achieve a high
capacitance value. However,
polymer capacitors are
polarised so they are not
an option in circuits that
may see a reverse bias or
in AC applications.

Don’t get caught out

In practice, the largest
manufacturers follow
the demand of their key
customers in the consumer
segment and this defines
where they allocate capacity.
Thus, if you include any
device on your BoM that
isn’t standard and widely

available, you’re taking a
risk. If there are alternatives
that can be substituted with
comparatively little pain, it
is an unnecessary risk. As
manufacturers discontinue or
reduce production capacity
on larger size chip passives,
buyers need to look at their
options to ensure they don’t
get caught out with inventory
shortages, price increases and
unworkable lead times.
www.anglia.com
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240 WATTS AC-DC POWER SUPPLY WITH
24V DC OUTPUT & 12V BATTERY BACK UP

The TSPC240-124UPS 24V 240W power supply provides an integrated professional
battery management system to charge and monitor an external lead-acid battery. The
result is a complete DC UPS system in a compact housing with no additional parts
needed. The external connected 12 V battery will be charged and held in charged
mode by the power supply. In the event of a mains power failure the battery will supply
the output power until the battery is discharged. To avoid overcharging the battery, an
external temperature sensor adjusts the battery voltage automatically to the required
end of charge voltage. This can extend the battery life.The battery is protected against
deep discharge. Mains power and battery status are monitored regularly and failures
indicated by corresponding LED’s and alarm outputs. The module also provides an
external On/Off input to switch-off both, power supply and battery.

www.powersolve.co.uk

Tel: 44-1635-521858 Email: sales@powersolve.co.uk

Exclusively sponsored by

USMCA ushers
in new trade era
John Denslinger presents the pros, cons and obligations of a
new era of international trade

International trade

F

or too long, politicians and well-intentioned bureaucrats
steadfastly championed the status quo when it came to
international trading agreements. Despite overwhelming
evidence of predatory trading practices and lopsided trade
imbalances, meaningful change seemed all but impossible. Only after
the imposition of (or mere threat of) economy-killing tariffs did the
reality of a broken, global trading system finally get the attention of
world leaders.
One can certainly argue the pros and cons of tariffs. Globalists and
nationalists will have distinct opinions. Nevertheless, tariffs forced
nations to discuss and ultimately amend outdated trade policies.
USMCA is the first of these new agreements to be ratified by Congress
and signed by the President. As such, it is the catalyst ushering in a new
era of trade with several more deals in the works: China Phase 1, Japan,
UK, South Korea and eventually the EU to name the majors.
USMCA is important not because it was the first re-negotiated
agreement, but because it governs $1.2 trillion of economic trade
among US, Mexico and Canada, one of the world’s largest trading blocs.
It’s likely much of the framework for this agreement will serve as the
template for other bilateral negotiations.
So, what’s new in USMCA? Pharma and farming aside, the agreements
include: vital automotive industry protections; labour rate increases;
labour rights provisions; IP protections; some environmental
advancements; and streamlined dispute resolutions. Unchanged from
NAFTA but included in USMCA are: currency manipulation protections;
regulatory cooperation; digital trade; investment protections; and
continuation of the sunset clause. In my opinion, USMCA appears to
foster incremental enhancements to the 1994 NAFTA agreement rather
than breaking new ground. That being the case, adoption should not
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John Denslinger is a former
executive VP Murata, president
SyChip Wireless, and president/
CEO ECIA, the industry’s trade
association. His career spans
40 years in electronics

By John Denslinger

disrupt established supply chains, cost models and existing
legal structures.
One area of particular note. If you are a small or medium-sized
enterprise (SME), USMCA offers specific support for the first time in a
US trading agreement. There is a whole chapter dedicated to fostering
growth of SME that: establishes a SME Dialogue with admission open
to any and all stakeholders; cuts excessive border-related red tape;
offers digital trade provisions for e-commerce exports; invites small
business participation in both US & Mexican government procurement
opportunities; sets affordable IP protections; allows for cross border
trade in services that eliminates a need of foreign offices; and
establishes good regulatory practices giving particular attention
to small business impact.
As I said earlier, USMCA ushers in a new era of trade. Now it’s up
to your legal, logistics and procurement teams to verify compliance.
Understand the new rules of origin and changed customs laws, confirm
that your contractual support for import-export operations qualifies
under the new regs, review labour and employment agreements if your
company has a physical presence in Mexico, and validate automotive
content. The latter is critically important. It may require major
realignment of your supply chains and raw material sourcing.
USMCA is the first of the new trade agreements reshaping international
economics. Jay Timmons NAM President and CEO recently commented:
“This agreement strengthens trade and restores needed certainty to our
industry.” Certainty is key. Let’s hope the global goal of free and fair
trade absent tariffs is realised sooner than later.
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Made Your Way &
Made in the U.S.A.
Interpower® manufactures quality cords for global markets.
Made in the U.S.A., these cords are available in various
colours and lengths and can be made to your specifications.
With a 1-week U.S. manufacturing lead-time and no MOQ
requirements, Interpower can help you design for worldwide
markets providing the end user with the correct means of
connecting to the local mains supply. Ensure your product
is easily adaptable for consumers to use, without any
reconfiguration needed on their part.
Pursue quality products that can power your business.
Contact Customer Service at Interpower for assistance.

Let Interpower Components Ltd. Help
You Connect to
Global Power
•

1-week U.S. manufacturing lead-time on non-stock
Interpower products

•

No MOQ requirements

•

Blanket and scheduled orders available

•

Same day shipments on in-stock products

•

Interpower manufactured cords are 100% tested

•

Value-added options available

•

Free technical support

®

®

Order Online! www.interpower.com

Business Hours: 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m. GMT

10 Kelvin Drive | Knowlhill | Milton Keynes | Buckinghamshire | MK5 8NH | UK | Freephone: 00800 5566 5566 | Freefax: 0088 5655 5655 | uk@interpower.com

CEM

• Hybrid microcircuits

Establishing a fully diversified
supply chain is of critical
importance, be that to mitigate
seasonal shutdowns in certain
regions or dealing with
unforeseen disasters. Having
the ability to source material,
especially PCBs, from multiple
regions offers Protronix EMS
an advantage and allows for
continuity of production
year-round.

• Full product assembly
• Component sourcing
• Fast-turnaround UK and scalable offshore production
• Certified quality: AS9100, ISO 9001, IPC, J-STD

A traceable, audited supply
chain, with options in multiple
regions is key. This was bought
into sharp focus recently when
an enquiry was received from a
company whose existing contract
manufacturer was quoting

E L E C T R O N I C S
D E S I G N
• Advanced electronics engineering
• PCB layout
• 3D CAD
• Design for manufacture
• Wireless and IoT integration
• Software and firmware development
• Cloud service and app development

S p e a k t o O u r Te a m
+44 (0)1425 655655
info@corintech.com
w w w. c o r i n t e c h . c o m
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extended delivery dates as a
result of Chinese New Year.
Protronix EMS, not being solely
tied to the region, was able
to offer improved availability,
which enabled the new customer
to meet their project demands.
Be it fast turnaround prototypes
or full scale production, basic
two layer FR4 or multilayer
boards in special material, flex or
semi-flex, Protronix EMS has a
proven, diversified, supply chain
of not just PCBs, but components
to meet the ongoing, year round
requirements of its customers.
protronix.co.uk

Total Product Assembly
Fast-EST PCB Prototyping
Cable & Harness Assembly
NPI & DFM Support
Automated SMT
Global Purchasing Power
Co
Warehousing
& Logistics
n tra
in g
ct M a n uf a ct u r
Management
UKAS ISO9001 Approved
A A 00
IPC-A610 Class
3
A
0
A
SPECIAL
0
Established 30 years
A A 00

Serving many diverse
A A 00
sectors including safety
A A 00
critical & Hi-Rel environments
A A 00

A A 00
Contact Us

OFFER!

Mention this advert
and pay no tooling
charges against
your first order*

p ly

• PCB assembly

ap

E L E C T R O N I C S
MANUFACTURE

Contract Manufacturing

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURE

Supply chain
diversity
delivers
strength

* Te r m s a n d c o n

Protronix EMS Ltd, Cross Street, Luton, LU2 0DP
Phone: +44(0)1582 418490 Email: sales@protronix.co.uk
www.protronix.co.uk
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Pick your partners
with care

There are several factors to look out for when selecting a contract electronics
manufacturing partner, from manufacturing knowhow to supply chain
expertise. Circuit Solutions lists some of the most pertinent
A close working relationship
is a top priority for any buyer
looking to select a CEM
supplier. This is something
Circuit Solutions strives
to achieve, with customer
feedback confirming that
this type of relationship is
important.
One customer testimonial,
for example, states: “Circuit
Solutions is seen as a
partnership from building
prototypes of new designs,
managing the component
supply chain and assembling
complex boards, right
through to functional test and
box build. Our design team
works closely with Circuit
Solutions to standardise
components across our
product range and to ensure
manufacturability.”
The knowledge and
experience of the CEM
team in all elements of
manufacturing is vital,
particularly in technical
and engineering areas. A
CEM that offers design
for manufacture advice
can provide buyers with
important feedback and
recommendations to improve
product manufacturability.

Supply chain expertise

The importance of an efficient
supply chain cannot be
underestimated. The CEM’s
purchasing team should
remove the stress from your
procurement process. Look
for a CEM purchasing team
with in-depth knowledge
of component sourcing
and relationships with
franchised and ‘trusted’
suppliers. Ensure they can
source within required
timescales and that they can
handle obsolete component
sourcing through a network
of specialist suppliers. They
should also offer the ability to
buffer stock.

On-time delivery

All professional buyers will
prioritise on-time delivery
of quality product at a
competitive price. When
visiting a potential CEM,
request a guided tour
covering all manufacturing
processes. Look at the yield
rates of different processes
and establish what ESD
controls are in place. A
good CEM should also be
audited and approved to the
appropriate quality standards
such as ISO9001-2015.

Investing in technology

State of the art equipment
for surface mount placement,
AOI and x-ray inspection,
through hole soldering and
test is essential to meet
today’s board complexity.
A CEM’s investment policy
is a good indicator of their
commitment to staying
abreast of technology. Circuit
Solutions has recently
invested in a new selective
solder machine that achieves
consistent solder joints
for plated through hole
components. The company
also promotes thier new x-ray
machine with high resolution
and 3D capabilities for boards
with micro BGAs and QFNs.

Strength in adversity

Contract electronics
manufacturers are regularly
faced with unforeseen
challenges—how they handle
these issues is telling. The UK
leaving the EU, for example,
may affect deliveries from
European suppliers in the
future and could result in
higher tariffs. There has
already been some impact
over the last three years
due to Brexit uncertainty,

although generally
manufacturing has remained
robust.
The other potential impact
will be the Coronavirus
outbreak. Although not
currently causing a major
problem with supply of
electronic parts, this could
change quickly if the virus
is not contained and the
Chinese government place
restrictions on the movement
of goods.

Manufacturing
sustainability

Manufacturing sustainability
is a subject that CEMs
address on a regular
basis thanks to tighter
environmental legislation.
As a company, Circuit
Solutions works to comply
with the substance restriction
requirements of the RoHS
Recast Directive 2011/65/
EU, including as described
in the Commission Delegate
Directive (EU) 2015/863.
www.circuitsolutions.co.uk

Volex Power Cords
Quality without compromise
› The latest generation V-Novus Hybrid cord sets
› New slimline design with full insertion indicators
› Automated production line to ensure consistent quality
› Fully compliant to regional safety approvals and standards

+44 (0)1256 472000

sales@gtk.co.uk

www.gtk.co.uk
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Sourcing without
compromise
Connector and enclosures specialist, Hitaltech, shares its value-adding
approach to component supply
Hitaltech’s connectors and
enclosure products have
been helping organisations
deliver better quality
products for more than 30
years, removing much of the
time, cost and compromise
from product development.

Kitting lets customers
create their own pre-packed
component kits with unique
parts numbers. With just
one part number from
one supplier, ordering
and assembly is quicker
and easier.

The key lies in the value
Hitaltech adds to electronics
component sourcing. At every
stage—from research and
development to assembly
and delivery—the company
constantly works to find new
ways to refine processes,
reduce costs, improve
quality and develop betterrealised products.

Hitaltech’s wiring loom
assembly service cuts the cost
of production and the risk of
rework by delivering wiring
looms ready for installation.

Tailored services
add value

There’s no ‘one size fits all’
definition of added value; it’s
different for every customer,
so Hitaltech offers a ‘menu’ of
tailoring services.
Options include buffer stock
packages, where Hitaltech
carries stock so clients don’t
have to. It’s a service that has
made Just-in-Time processes
simpler for many customers.

Machined enclosures place
cut-outs exactly where
customers need them while
mould modifications enable
clients to add inserts to
enclosures, so they deliver
all the functionality and
aesthetics required. And with
the mechanical assembly
service, clients can reduce
time and cost by receiving
components in assembled or
semi-assembled state.

Custom printing
cuts cost

with legends and wiring
diagrams traditionally
applied using sticky labels.
But with component printing
from Hitaltech there are
no more labels. Colours,
diagrams and legends are
printed directly onto the
component, saving time
and money in assembly,
reducing production
errors and removing third
party print costs.
Hitaltech managing director,
Andy Fitzer, explains: “The
true value of a component is
not simply in the thing itself.
It is in the time it saves, the
processes it accelerates and
the contribution it makes
to the end product. Our
value-added approach to
electronics sourcing ensures
our products deliver in many
more ways than one.”
hitaltech.co.uk

Colouring and printing
enclosures and connectors
has traditionally been
laborious and costly,

Colours, diagrams and legends can be printed
directly onto the component

“”

With the mechanical
assembly service,
clients can reduce
time and cost
by receiving
components in
assembled or semiassembled state

CONTACT US

+44(0)1903 524600

SWITCH TO A CEM WHO WILL

Source and
build your
components,
on time,
in budget

Maximise
your product
quality and
reliability

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE
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Deliver
solutions built
around you

www.fermionx.com
e:sales@fermionx.com
02/10/2019 12:41

BETTER
TOGETHER
Speedboard, now part of the NOTE Group,
together with NOTE Stonehouse offer a
gateway to offshore manufacturing solutions,
strengthening our customer offering.
•
•
•
•
•

Global network of manufacturing locations
Local & central sourcing strategies
Quality focused
Strategic customer partnerships
Committed to the success of our customers

Find out more and contact us at:
• Speedboard Windsor
www.note-uk.co.uk
01753 746700
• NOTE Stonehouse
www.note-uk.co.uk
01453 797580
NOTE manufacture in the UK, Scandinavia, the
Baltic states and China.
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Why purchasing is the
CEM's secret weapon
From creating quotes to managing component obsolescence and end
of life, ES discovers how Nemco's purchasing team plays a vital role,
adding value through effective supply chain management

Q

How does Nemco's
purchasing team
assist new clients?
As soon as we receive
an enquiry, a dialogue
is opened between the
customer and the quotes
team where we will discuss
their requirements. We will
set about putting that quote
together and any queries or
issues that arise during this
process are fed back to the
customer so a resolution can
be reached together in line
with the customer's aims.
The purchasing team strive
to provide the full kit of
materials in a timely fashion.

Where the first customer
order is a prototype, every
effort will be made to
avoid high minimum order
quantities and material
redundancy, seeking samples
direct from manufacturers
where possible.

Q

Does the
purchasing team
work with the design
engineering team and
what input does the
buying team have on
component selection?
Purchasing work with
engineering as early as
possible to provide data and
obtain samples if needed.

18 March 2020 • www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk

Q

When EOL or
obsolescence
situations arise, what
happens and how are
clients notified?
Product change notices and
end of life notifications from
suppliers are collected and
communicated throughout
the business via a controlled
process. The engineering
and sales teams are notified
upon receipt of end of life,
enabling either team to
inform the customer of their
options. Purchasing may
provide samples, data or a
one-off last time buy.
If obsolescence is captured
during the quote stage, the

CEM
customer will be notified
before quote submission
and provided with any
suggested alternatives and
as much information from
the manufacturer as possible.
Between the customer
and Nemco a solution is
then agreed upon which is
reflected in the quote.

Q

How are new client
quotes calculated?

We consider not only the
number of components
placed but also the type of
components being placed and
if it is going to be placed by
hand or machine. Any other
customer requirements such
as test or coating processes
will also be included in
the quote.

Q

Is Nemco
experiencing
extended lead times and
what effect does this have
on production?
Extended lead-times are
much improved, with just

a few lines still problematic.
There is some suggestion
from some of our preferred
suppliers that multilayer
ceramic capacitors could
extend again, but so far,
there is no evidence of this.

Q

Over the last 24
months has Nemco
increased or decreased its
preferred supplier list?
Our list has remained static.
Although reducing the vendor
base would be ideal, our
customer base and range of
products does not easily lend
itself to vendor reduction.

been a tightening up of risk
mitigation and supplier
evaluation.

Q

Overall, how
are principal
component manufacturers
and distributors supporting
the Nemco buying team?
Nemco encourages supplier
partnerships and actively
seeks out suppliers that offer
good service and supply
across all products along
with advantageous terms.

“”

Where the first
customer order is
a prototype, every
effort will be made to
avoid high minimum
order quantities

www.nemco.co.uk

Q

How has the
purchasing team's
role changed over the last
five years?
Some roles at Nemco
have changed in the last
few years. For instance,
customer costings have been
split from purchasing and
moved to sales to increase
focus on the separate tasks
involved. There has also

∙ Fine Pitch SMT Assembly
∙ Through Hole Assembly

Your Experienced
and Flexible
Electronic
Assembly Partner

∙ Box Build
∙ Test
∙ Automatic Optical
Inspection
∙ X-Ray
∙ Component Procurement
∙ Highly Complex
Assemblies
∙ Design for Manufacture
∙ Fast Turnaround
∙ IPC, J-STD, ISO9001
certiﬁed
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Investing in agility

Wilson Process Systems has increased its range of services for 2020, adding new plant and a
fast track RFQ portal to further increase agility and responsiveness to customer requirements
Contract electronics manufacturer,
WPS, recognises that it is essential
to offer customers the latest
and best technology, plant and
equipment to manufacture
client products.
The company’s latest improvement
has therefore been to add a fifth
production line to its surface
mount facility. The new line
consists of an Ekra X4 SI IPAC
enabled solder paste printer, a
Soltec 7038 reflow oven and a
Universal Fuzion OF1-11 oddform assembly machine.

Reliable odd-form assembly
Not only does this investment
increase WPS’s surface mount
capacity to almost a quarter of
a million placements per hour,
it also adds additional odd-form
assembly capability. The new
Fusion machine has a surface

mount capacity of 16,500
component placements per hour
from 0201 up to 150mm², 25mm
tall components and can also
assemble a full array of throughhole components, including
connectors, sockets, transformers,
heatsinks and many other
component types.
Manufacturing director at WPS,
Steve Russel, commented: “We are
delighted with the new machine,
which is a great upgrade for our
surface mount facility, but the
added ability to machine place
a full array of through-hole
components as a fully automated
process is a huge bonus in adding
repeatability and assured quality
for our customers.”

Quicker cost enquiries

WPS has also added a new ‘Get
a Quote’ portal to its website,

which was the brainchild of
sales manager, Steve Cooke.
Steve’s background is in the
component distribution market
where he recognised that most
distributors have on-line portals
that allow customers to quickly
and efficiently make enquiries for
costs and component lead-times,
without the need for personal
interaction. Steve duly set about
establishing a similar portal for
PCB assembly quotations, in
order to simplify and streamline
the process.
Steve commented: “For some
time I have had a vision of a
user-friendly RFQ portal where
OEMs, engineers and purchasers
can visit our website and, in just
a few clicks provide the basic
information and upload the files
necessary to obtain a no obligation
quote for PCB assemblies and
box-builds.”
WPS materials manager, Nigel
Starkey, added: “I believe this
is an exciting step forward for
buyers, simplifying benchmarking
and sourcing activities, with the
added confidence that WPS’ highly
experienced quotation team will
always ensure best value and that
only fully franchised, high quality
materials are used.”
The new ‘Get a Quote’ service
is now live on the WPS website
and is already getting a
good reception.
In order to increase its face-toface engagement with new and
existing clients, WPS has also
decided to increase its exhibition
presence in 2020 and has recently
been showcasing its services
at Southern Manufacturing
in February.

OFFSHORE PCB MANUFACTURE
SUPPORTED BY UK ENGINEERS

TATECIRCUITS.COM
Tate Circuit Industries Ltd
Unit 1 Europa Way, Britannia Enterprise Park,
Lichfield, Staffs, WS14 9TZ
sales@tatecircuits.com
01543 622 435
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The company has also booked
stands at PCB Design and
Manufacture Live in March
and SUBCON in June.
www.wps.co.uk

The Universal Fuzion
automates odd-form
component assembly
increasing repeatability
and quality

How does it work?

Principal Manufacturer launches
New Component

Distributor / Principal

Component release
published on eBOM.com

Live component pricing
+ quantities available

Buy components from a
Distributor of your choice
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MPO/MTP® 24

Patch Cords and Harness Cables
with 24 Fibres
 The pre-terminated, ready-to-install MPO/MTP®
cabling system is the future-proof and highly economic
solution for fibre optic networks from 10 Mbit/s up to
100 Gbit/s according to EN 50173, EN 50174, ISO/IEC
11801 and ANSI/TIA-568.
 Telegärtner offers 24 MPO/MTP® fibre patch cords
(MPO/MTP® 24 unpinned to MPO/MTP® 24 unpinned)
and harness cables (MPO/MTP® 24 pinned to
2 x MPO/MTP® 12 pinned).
 Telegärtner product solution comes with 24 OM3 or
OM4 multimode fibres per MPO/MTP® connector for still
higher fibre density.
 Pre-terminated cables for quick installation without the
need for tools or special equipment.
 As a standard, Telegärtner offers components according to
fibre polarity type A for a clear, consistent fibre sequence.
Components according to fibre polarity type B or C are
also available at the same high product quality.

www.telegaertner.co.uk/contact
Telegärtner UK

Unit 1 - A1(M) Business Centre
151 Dixons Hill Road
Welham Green, Herts. AL9 7JE

Tel:
+44 1707 636600
Fax:
+44 1707 636638
E-Mail: sales@telegaertner.co.uk

COME AND SEE US ON
Thursday 12th March 2020 British
Motor Museum,Gaydon, CV35 0BJ
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Robust converters
ready to go

Power supplies specialist, Powersolve, offers purchasers an encapsulated solution for
low power electronic equipment, ready for use in all kinds of harsh environments
Powersolve has announced
three new series of
plastic encapsulated AC/
DC converters featuring
protection to IP67. The
supplies are therefore suitable
for use in applications where
the ingress of moisture, oil
and dust need to be avoided.
The 10 to 12W PS12MK, 15
to 20W PS20MK and 25 to
36W PS36MK are AC/DC
switch mode power supplies
that operate from a wide
universal input range of 90 to
264V AC, 50/60Hz. Output
voltages of five, nine, 12, 15
and 24V DC are available for
each model range. In fact,
Powersolve states any voltage

between five and 24V can
be supplied, if quantities
make it viable.

Tailored solutions

For optimum protection, the
power supplies are housed in
a robust plastic encapsulated
enclosure rated to IP67,
which can be either chassis
or wall mounted. Input and
outputs are via 500mm
flying leads as standard,
however, other lengths can
be supplied, terminated with
any connector required to
suit the customer's specific
application if required.
All models feature over
voltage, over current and

short circuit protection.
Operating temperature range
is -10 to 40°C and humidity
10 to 90 per cent relative
humidity non-condensing.
Further benefits are
listed as a standby power
consumption of less than
0.3W maximum with no
output load connected. Input
is Class II safety with 3000V
AC input to output isolation
and all models meet the
relevant EMC requirements
and TUV safety approvals.

Compact power

Products in the range are said
to be very compact, with the
PS12MK unit measuring only

Power supplies
suitable for all
applications
INDUSTRIAL

IP ratings

Modular construction

Fanless operation

Hot swappable redundancy units
for mission critical applications

Conduction cooling
Multiple outputs
Programmable control and monitoring

Shock and vibration levels up to 50G
Standards IEC 62368 approved

visit www.componentsbureau.com | call + 44 (0) 1480 412233 | email info@componentsbureau.com
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“”

For optimum
protection, the
power supplies are
housed in a robust
plastic encapsulated
enclosure rated to
IP67, which can be
either chassis or
wall mounted

Power
56 by 39 by 26mm, the PS20MK
64 by 47 by 28mm and the
PS36MK unit measuring 133
by 50 by 34mm.

environments. Pricing is said
to be competitive, with full
details to be found on the
Powersolve website.

This makes products in the PS
MK series ideal for a variety
of applications such as LED
lighting, CCTV cameras or any
other low power electronic
equipment requiring a power
supply for use in harsh

www.powersolve.co.uk

Suitable for chassis or wall
mounting, the PS MK series
can be specified for use in
harsh environments

>

Circuit Protection
Connectors
EMC Products
Switches
Input Systems
Solutions
01296 319 000
sales@schurter.co.uk

schurter.co.uk

Take control with new 1.3kW
quarter brick
Components Bureau is pleased to announce the new
BDQ1300 1,300W quarter-brick DC/DC converter from Artesyn
Embedded Power. Designed to provide efficiency of over 97
per cent and on-board 12V output with optional digital control,
the BDQ1300 can accept an input voltage range of 40 to 60V.
This makes it ideal for data centre and communications
network equipment.
Technical marketing director, Andy Brown, commented: “The
BDQ1300 has been designed to primarily support two power
conversion architectures. Either the conventional ‘two-stage’
conversion architecture network, where the BDQ1300 only
provides power to non-isolated, 12V input point-of-load
converters; or to support a hybrid conversion architecture.
This is where some of the application’s power is converted
with 48V to low-voltage ‘direct conversion’ products.”

The Denchi Group continues to expand its portfolio of
energy storage solutions for challenging application
environments. After rigorous field trials the company
has now announced full availability of its 430935 6T
series. Supplied in a NATO 6T format with 269 by 256 by
230mm dimensions, the new rechargeable batteries are
based on a Li-Ion chemistry and have built-in charging
electronics. Elevated power density makes these units
ideal for situations where there are size, weight and
power constraints.
For employment predominantly in lighting and ignition
tasks, Denchi’s 6T Li-Ion batteries are suitable for a
variety of military ground vehicles, from main battle tanks
right through to armoured personnel carriers and light
armoured vehicles. They can also be used in ‘silent watch’
mode to power electronic sights and communications
equipment when the vehicle engine is turned off.
Units are capable of delivering a maximum continuous
discharge current of 350A, but are of particular value
when intense power bursts are required, delivering a 30
second pulse of 1,100A.

The four-pin PMBus header provides standard PMBus control
and is responsible for monitoring functions such as voltage,
current monitoring, start-up, shutdown control, protection
feature warning, shutdown limits, temperature monitoring
and revision-control information.

Offering a simple drop-in replacement for lead-acid
batteries in 24V systems, the Denchi 6T products allow
two 40kg units placed in series to be substituted by
a single much lighter unit weighing only 25kg. They
also support over 4,000 recharge cycles, lowering
the total cost of ownership and alleviating the related
procurement effort.

www.componentsbureau.com

www.denchigroup.com

Power products

Rechargeable military batteries
ready to deploy
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Can we fix
supply chain
volatility?
Avnet’s Georg Steinberger explains how, with vision and collaboration, the electronics
industry could do more to combat supply chain volatility—before the next allocation hits

I

n the 80s, before the personal
computer became driver of the IC
market, component cycles were easier
to predict—every four years, along
investment cycles for mainframes, the market
went from lacklustre to double-digit.
Since then, no cycle has been normal.
Especially after the burst of the internet
bubble in 2001, cycles lasted either longer or
shorter. Predictability went out of the window.
Single, even non-industry related incidents
could turn the tide from allocation to oversupply and back.

Volatility is the norm

In other words, volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) are part
of our daily business life, and we have to
work with it. In a complex environment like
the global components industry hundreds of
billions of dollars of investment are at
stake permanently.

more global sourcing, out-of-region sourcing
and grey market, not to mention counterfeit
problems. All in all, a recipe for, well, if not
disaster, certainly for more problems, once
the next allocation knocks on the door.
So, how to get a supply chain with more
predictability, flexibility (and less fingerpointing)? This would help many companies
and create a better sense of partnership
between suppliers, distributors and customers.

A pragmatic approach

First, we need to accept some facts and agree
on one version of the truth. Let’s start with a
few givens: we will continue to live in a VUCA
world; the next allocation will come; so will
the next downturn.
Strict rules are the enemy of reality but how
much ambiguity can we handle? Exceptions
are the new standard, that’s why we have
so many, but do we really need them? As
an industry, we lack strategy and have an
abundance of short-term tactics. We also
(everyone included) take advantage
instead of partnering.
When roles and responsibility are unclear, risk
management is always someone else’s job.
Cause and effect are never quite clear either,
or they are not discussed openly, and conflicts
of interest are often not acknowledged. Lastly,
no distributor can deliver a myriad of services
for the cost of a logistics provider.

Clarity and collaboration

If we want to create a different VUCA
comprising vision, understanding, clarity,
and agility, some work is needed, and
it should be in a spirit of collaboration,
acknowledgment and mutual benefit.

Although distribution and manufacturer
consolidation has reduced the number of
players, the complexity within the supply
chain has increased. And there is much

A visionary supply chain approach
would mean less price fighting and a better
understanding of true cost of ownership (a
running gag for almost 30 years). It would
provide insight into working capital/inventory
optimisation; clear definitions for a shared
risk management; plus clear boundaries
and flexible parameters in specific logistics

GEORG STEINBERGER - VP
COMMUNICATIONS AT AVNET
ELECTRONICS

programs like vendor managed inventory or
principles like min/max, to name just a few.
It strikes me, that although companies like
Avnet employ supply chain specialists
who have a ton of experience and are smart
about almost everything in the process, they
are mostly used as firefighters and mitigators
rather than value creation consultants — by
our sales troops as well as our customers’
procurement departments.
In short, I see a huge demand for supply chain
training on all sides. Those who were hired
in the last ten years, have not experienced
massive allocations or massive oversupply
before, nor are they held accountable for the
big picture. About time we create the skills
and collaboration a global, sustainable
supply chain really needs.
A job for experienced supply chain
consultants with real bruises from
the business we talk about.
www.avnet.com

THE ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SHOW EXHIBITOR INSIGHTS

The Electronic Component Show

THE UK’S NEW
ONE DAY EVENT
FOR DESIGN ENGINEERS
AND PURCHASING
PROFESSIONALS

14 MAY

2020

STADIUM MK
MILTON KEYNES
MK1 1ST

REGISTER

NOW
Register at

WWW.ELECTRONIC-COMPONENT-SHOW.CO.UK

Pre-registeration is open now!
Scan this QR code with your smartphone camera
Once scanned, follow the simple steps to pre-register for
free through our website to avoid the queues at the event.
Pre-registration guarantees entry and access to all areas
of the show including the seminar rooms.
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Semiconductor Solutions at your Fingertips.

YOUR TRUSTED SOURCE FOR 100% AUTHORISED DEVICES
Whether you are facing obsolescence or concerned about counterfeit products, we have the right solution for you.
Rochester Electronics is the world’s largest continuous source of semiconductors–100% Authorised by over 70 leading
semiconductor manufacturers, including Texas Instruments, NXP Semiconductors, Infineon Technologies,
ON Semiconductor, Analog Devices and many more.

Contact Us Today.

Unit 2 Fenice Court, Eaton Socon, St Neots · Cambridgeshire PE19 8EW · United Kingdom

+44.1480.408400 / emeasales@rocelec.com / www.rocelec.com
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Exhibitor List
APC Technology
Astute
AWS Technologies/Incap
CamdenBoss
CCL
Charcroft
Cliff Electronic Components
Corintech
Cupio
Datasound Laboratories
DigiKey
Easby Electronics
EDAC
Esprit Electronics
Essentra Components
European Circuits
Farnell
Fermionx
Fischer Connectors
Force Technologies
Foremost
Future Facilities
GELEC
Geyer Electronic
Industrial Electronic Wiring
Ismosys
Lemo UK
Lincoln Binns
Luso Electronics
Materials Direct/Universal
Science
Microchip
Micross
Mouser
NCAB group
Nexus Industrial Memory
Nicomatic
ODU UK
Omron
Pacer
Phoenix Contact
Photronix
Rapid Electronics
Review Display Systems
Rebound Electronics
Retronix
Rhopoint Components
Rochester Electronics
Rock Seven
Solid State Supplies
Switchtec
TT Electronics
Winslow Adaptics
Wurth Electronics
Yamaichi Electronics

Prepare for a
relaxed life

Jack Pollard emphases the value of face-to-face discussions with experienced supply chain
professionals when preparing to mitigate the impact of a natural disaster
By the time you’re reading
this, I estimate there are
about 70 days until visitors
and exhibitors are welcomed
to the first Electronic
Component Show on the
14 May 2020.
The event comes at what
feels like a pivotal time in
the electronics industry.
Over recent years we have
witnessed challenging supply
chain disruptions ranging
from volcanic eruptions
and floods to the current
Coronavirus. Natural
disasters are hard to prepare
for and impossible to predict
regarding the date and
severity. However, there
are strategies and back-up
plans that you can set in
place to ensure component
deliveries are not impacted.
Now is the time to learn from
recent disasters and prepare
for the next.
Exhibitors at the Electronic
Component Show offer the
opportunity to speak face-toface with experienced people
working on the front line. Ask

them what steps can be taken
now to safeguard businesses
against the effects of natural
disasters? Are products being
specified and purchased
likely to be affected? How
do manufacturers deal with
production delays? What
strategies are on offer to
reduce possible disruption?
Can distributors recommend
alternative products being
manufactured elsewhere,
such as the UK, as an
immediate or long term,
low risk solution?
We are inviting you to step
back from searching for
answers online and discuss
these issues with real people,
to get genuine advice and
practical solutions to ensure
your supply chain is the best
it can be. Register for free
today to access useful advice
so when the next disaster
strikes you, your company
and your customers can relax
knowing you are prepared.

ECS business development manager,
Jack Pollard

www.electronic-component-show.co.uk

Customised components,
sensors and connectors
• Specialist distributor for more than 25 leading manufacturers
• In stock, manufactured-to-order and customised solutions
• Highest level of technical and logistical support
sales@rhopointcomponents.com
www.rhopointcomponents.com

01342 330 470

Join us on Stand 073
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One day of innovation
and conversation
In the dynamic and fast-moving electronics industry, the question
isn’t can you afford to take a day out of the office to visit a trade
show, it’s can you afford not to?
You’re working on a project
and you need a range of
connectors and connector
accessories. How long could
you spend browsing the
web for manufacturers and
comparing the pros and
cons of push-pull locking
mechanisms versus screw
threads? How long would
you spend contacting
manufacturers to find out
if they are suitable for
your project? How can you
guarantee that in six months
you won’t receive an endof-life notification about the
part you’ve spend all that
time identifying? What you
can do online is limited. This
is why it’s so important that
the electronics community is
served by exhibitions.
Spending a day at the
Electronic Component Show
gives you the opportunity to
get hands-on with thousands
of products. Power supplies,
connectors, enclosures,
semiconductors, engineering
simulation software, thermal
management, precision cut
materials, sensors, passives,
displays, high reliability
component preparation
services, electrical
components, memory, PCBs,
electronic product design
and embedded industrial
computing solutions are
just some of the things
being showcased. The
manufacturers of these
products will be waiting
on 14 May to answer your
questions and ensure you
make the right choice.
For those that have already
received an EoL notification,
the event offers the firstof-its-kind Obsolescence
Clinic hosted by Rochester
Electronics. This unique and
ground-breaking feature
area encourages buyers

and designers to discuss
obsolescence problems faceto-face with professionals
who will exchange ideas and
offer practical solutions.
If you need more
encouragement to register
and attend, why not join our
many free seminars delivered
by industry experts? Listen to
Ian Pearson from Microchip
discussing an approach to
designing resilient, robust
and reliable secure IoT
systems. Other topics include:
learning how to use thermal
simulation early in the design
process; engineering part
selection; supporting a rapid
prototyping environment;
and how to design security
into systems that rely on
the use of removable
memory devices.
Two key issues concern
avoiding counterfeit parts
and managing obsolescence.
Buyers can attend seminars
on: how to minimise the risk
of obsolescence; managing
and mitigating the risk of
counterfeit components;
and for those working in the
high-rel field, where you can’t
afford to make mistakes,
Mark Shanley of Astute
Electronics will be delivering
a talk on safe supply in a
volatile marketplace.
Don’t just take it from us,
hear what Mouser Electronics
has to say.
Though these are uncertain
times––with a turbulent
market landscape, skill
shortages, plus fallout from
international trade wars––the
UK’s electronics industry still
has no shortage of optimism.
The nation sets the bar in
tech start-up activity, securing
huge quantities
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of foreign investment
annually (exceeding France
and Germany combined).
It is leading the way when
it comes to smart city
implementation too, with
Manchester, London and
Bristol all being lauded
as pioneers in this area.
Government initiatives to
reduce fossil fuel dependency
and make the UK a zero net
carbon emitter in the next
30 years present a potent
catalyst for advances in
power electronics.
Significant contributions
to 5G communications,
wearable technology,
robotics and digital health
should also be recognised.
Through involvement in the
Electronic Component Show,
the Mouser Electronics team
can directly engage with UK
engineering and purchasing
staff, thereby learning about
the numerous challenges they
face on a daily basis. We look
forward to seeing you there.
www.electronic-component-show.co.uk

We love PCBs.
We always have.
We are the geeks. The nerds. The passionate. We all think, talk and dream about that little green
masterpiece. We call it Your Key Component. Because that’s what it is. And our mission is to
produce PCBs for demanding customers, on time, with zero defects, and at the lowest total cost.
We are the NCAB Group. One of the world’s leading producers of PCBs.
We have been producing PCBs, and only PCBs since 1993.

Call us on +44 01380 736140, e-mail to salesuk@ncabgroup.com
or visit www.ncabgroup.com for more info.
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Visit Luso at stand ECS074

Powering
industrial EV

Purchasers looking for the latest non-automotive power solutions will
be keen to check out Delta's robust new 500W DC/DC converters, ready
to power the next generation of industrial electric vehicles
Delta has introduced a new
wide input range of DC/
DC converters for industrial
electric powered vehicles.
The B70SP series, which is
specifically designed for nonautomotive transportation,
features a fully encapsulated,
waterproof, isolated DC/DC
power converter with 500W
output power and wide
input range.
The series has three variants,
each providing single output
voltages including 12.4,
13.7 and 24.5V. With a wide
input range of 32 to 96V
in, it delivers up to 500W
output power and allows
an operating temperature

range of –40 to 90°C. Typical
efficiency is up to 91.5
per cent.
These units come with a
host of industry-standard
features, such as overvoltage protection, overtemperature protection,
input reverse polarity
protection, integrated fuse
holder and IP67 protection
if fitted with fully assembled
mating connectors. The
parallel application feature
is also available, enabling
multiple units to be linked
together for increased
power requirements. As you
would expect, the B70SP
series meets UL60950-1 and

UL62368-1 safety standards
and is CE marked.
Units in this series are
suitable for all industrial and
commercial electric powered
off-road vehicles including
forklift trucks, electric
motorcycles, ground support
equipment, golf cars, and
sports equipment vehicles.
Samples and technical
support on this range and
other non-automotive
power products from Delta
are provided by Luso's
product specialists.

“”

Where the first
customer order
is a prototype,
every effort will be
made to avoid high
minimum order
quantities

www.lusoelectronics.com

Power Supplies
& DC/DC Converters

“The Power Specialists”

ELECTRONIC
PRODUCT DESIGN

Struggling for engineering resource
or the right skill set to get your
electronic project off the ground?

TALK TO DSL:
FROM INCEPTION
TO PROTOTYPES
TO PRODUCTION

www.lusoelectronics.com
sales@lusoelectronics.com
tel 0207 588 1109
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datasoundlabs
datasound-laboratories-ltd
DatasoundLabs

+44(0)1462 675530
www.dsl-ltd.co.uk
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Visit Yamaichi at stand ECS081

M12 connectors are evolving
Yamaichi has developed a new M12 connector featuring internal push-pull locking, ideal for those
looking to create more robust connections in the same space as a screw lock device

With its new M12 Y-Circ M
push-pull connector, Yamaichi
is taking the next step in the
field of M12 connectors. In
this arrangement, the cableside connector engages into
the device socket from the
inside with locking hooks.
As a result, the push-pull
system requires only the
same installation space as
a common M12 connection
with screw locking.
With this technology, it
is possible to completely
insert the M12 socket into
the device, for example to
integrate it into a distribution

box, aligned flush with its
housing. The system is IP65
or IP67 water and dust proof.
Mechanically, Yamaichi states
the connector is extremely
robust due to the long locking
hooks, even when subjected
to torsional loads. This means
the user takes advantage of
all the benefits of the pushpull locking system including
time saving assembly,
miniaturisation, blind and
tool-free contact mating
with simple handling—
all in accordance with
the standardised M12
specification.

Standardisation
brings security

The system is currently in
the process of international
standardisation for CDV IEC
61076-2-012. In contrast
to other proprietary quick
locking systems, this
ensures cross-manufacturer
compatibility and availability.

cable connector and thus
remain flexible. The system
is already available in the
coding A, B and D. X-coding
for high data rates according
to CAT.6A and L-coding for
power transmission will
follow shortly.
www.yamaichi.eu

The device is also fully
backward compatible. The
wall-mount socket can still
be mated with conventional
M12 connectors with screw
locking. Users are therefore
not dependent on a special

March 2020 33
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Visit Rebound at stand ECS049

Plan for the worst,
achieve the best

From extended lead times to unforeseen events such as the Coronavirus, buyers need to plan for
all eventualities to mitigate disruption to component supply, says Rebound Electronics
In recent years, lead times
have severely impacted the
electronic component supply
chain. From a procurement
perspective it is important
to take action to ensure that
future component availability
is less severely affected
moving forwards.
Working with Rebound
Electronics can prove
beneficial as the company
can locate stock through its
network of global partners.
Rebound has strategically
located warehouses in the
UK, Gdansk in Poland, and in
Hong Kong, ready to react to
customers’ needs effectively.
Planning is vital; working
closely with account
managers to discuss the
market dynamics. Rebound’s
experienced team positioned
to give a non-biased view

of the market, providing
customers with real time
information. With this in
mind, the company boasts
many years of experience
working with OEMs and CEMs
alike to mitigate
supply chain disruption.

Prepared for
unexpected challenges

But it's not just lead times that
can disrupt the supply chain.
The electronics industry has
witnessed some challenging
potential disruptions such
as volcano eruptions, floods,
extreme fires and of course
the recent Coronavirus.
To ensure that component
deliveries are not impacted in
the supply chain, Rebound has
various strategies and back-up
disaster planning in place.
For example, Rebound has one
IT platform, which provides a

worldwide picture in terms of
component issues. As a global
company, Rebound has access
to suppliers in all geographies
to advise of any issues, as
well as local teams in place to
discuss directly with suppliers
and manufacturers to
ascertain reliable information.
Rebound also holds inventory
on scheduled and frame
orders for customers within its
three warehouse locations to
ensure continuity of supply.
With expert sourcing teams
located around the globe to
minimise risk and with over
30 years of good will with its
supply partners, Rebound is
perfectly positioned to help
when supply chain disruption
rears its head.
www.reboundeu.com

“”

Rebound has
one IT platform,
which provides a
worldwide picture

1 Billion parts in stock
Manufacturing in the UK and 11 other sites globally, Essentra
Components combines the expertise and flexibility of a
manufacturer with the service and range of a distributor. With over
65 years of experience in products including cable management,
spacers, supports and circuit board hardware, fan accessories,
cable terminals and more, we know what matters to you.
0845 758 5070
sales@essentracomponents.co.uk

65

YEARS
EXPERIENCE

FAST, RELIABLE
DELIVERY

MANUFACTURING
IN THE UK

FREE SAMPLES

www.essentracomponents.co.uk
For all Republic of Ireland queries please contact +353 1 806 2266 or email sales@essentracomponents.ie

MAKING IT EASIER

Flexible Component Solutions
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Sales +44 (0)1635 555999 | enquiries@reboundeu.com | www.reboundeu.com

Rebound Electronics UK
Rivergate House, Newbury Business Park
London Rd, Newbury , RG14 2PZ

PROBLEM SOLVING
DESIGN & MANUFACTURE FOR THE ELECTRONIC SYSTEM LIFECYCLE
Winslow Adaptics has more
than 40 years’ experience
in developing robust and
innovative solutions for all your
electronic interconnect needs.
From new product development
to obsolescence, our
experienced team is poised
and ready to provide the most
appropriate and timely solution
for your project.

e: sales@winslowadaptics.com

ALLOCATION & OBSOLESCENCE
•

Footprint Conversion

•

Reverse Engineering

•

ASIC to FPGA Re-targeting

•

Firmware to DO254

•

Die Attach

JERMYN SEMI CONDUCTOR
HARDWARE

TEST & DEVELOPMENT

INTERCONNECT

PRECISION ENGINEERING

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mounting Pads
Insulating Bushes
Heat Transfer Washers
Heat Sinks

PCB Connectors
IC Sockets
Transistor Sockets
Custom

w: www.winslowadaptics.com

•
•
•
•
•

Emulation & Test Interface
Breakout Adapters
Die Attach
Test Probes
Sockets

Toolmaking
CNC Machining
Injection Moulding
Reverse Engineering

t: 44 (0) 1874 62 55 55
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Visit Pacer at stand ECS057

Need opto expertise?

Optoelectronics play a vital role in many industrial, military and medical products, yet OEMs don’t
always have the experience to optimise specification of these complex products. Pacer fills the gap
As manager of Pacer’s
custom solutions centre,
James Woodhead, has seen
first-hand the difficulties that
OEMs can encounter with
this kind of skills gap.
James explained: “Very often
our customers simply don’t
have the in-depth experience
of optoelectronics and
sensing technologies needed
to resolve their engineering
problems—whether that’s
getting a design to work
properly, improving a
product’s performance, or
achieving a good enough
production yield.”

Valuable support

UK-based Pacer provides
the skills and resources to
successfully fill this void
by partnering with OEMs
where they need specialist

support for projects involving
photonics, optics, sensing
or displays. This niche
distributor has differentiated
itself by investing in the
kind of value-added services
it realised its customers
needed.
Woodhead added: “Many
of the problems we have
solved came to our attention
via discussions with our
distribution customers. Their
engineers would be telling
us about their problems
with production yields or
alignment accuracy, and
we’d think ‘we could help
with that’.
“Working with customers,
Pacer’s engineers frequently
advise on product and
manufacturing enhancements
that result in better yields,

higher performance,
increased reliability—and
in many cases, reduced
project costs.”

there is always a need for
niche engineering skills, a
high standard of quality and
reliability, or both.

Hi-rel knowledge

www.pacer.co.uk

The Pacer team boasts a
track record in providing
the quality and reliability
needed for military, medical
and scientific applications. Its
engineers specialise in lightrelated technologies such
as low light level detectors,
visible, IR and UV emitters,
laser solutions and display
technologies. This expertise
adds value to projects by
solving costly problems,
accelerating time to market
and often realising significant
savings in the supply chain.
As James pointed out, the
challenges Pacer takes on are
not necessarily complex, but

Niche expertise can help realise
better yields, higher performance
and increased reliability

CLIFF
Cliﬀ Electronic Components Limited

Feedthrough Connectors

1U Panels

 Plastic, Silver or Black metal frames  16 Holes x Ø24mm
 CSK, Plain or M3 ﬁxing holes
 Cable strain relief bar.
 Labelling strip
 Front or rear mounting on panels
 Coloured Dust covers. 2 styles.
 Variants include:
- RJ45 Shielded or Unshielded, RJ11
- HDMI, Mini Displayport, VGA
- USB2A / B, USB3A / B, USB-C
- Duplex, Simplex, Toslink, FC/ST Fibre
- 50Ω and 75Ω BNC

www.cliﬀuk.co.uk
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Visit us on stand ECS043

Choose a specialist electronics distributor with 38 years’
expertise in design-in and technical sales
• Extensive list of franchised product
lines with full manufacturer support
• Collaborate with our UK wide technical
sales and support team
Tel: 0330 313 3220

Email: info@apcplc.com
Follow us on

• High reliability electronic components • RF and microwave components
• Obsolescence management and component sourcing • Connectors, glands and enclosures
• Test and measurement equipment • Digital and connected technologies

www.apcplc.com
Advert.indd 6

21/02/2020 11:19:40
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Visit CCL at stand ECS086

Take a proactive
approach to
excess inventory

When designs are altered and the BoM changes, existing inventory may be
surplus to requirements. CCL explains how this component excess can be
put to good use
Purchasing managers have
a complex job of planning
and forecasting to acquire
the components required for
current and future electronics
production. Products are
designed, developed,
manufactured, and sold.
Sometimes they continue
to be manufactured for
years with no change to
the bill of materials.
Often, however, the design is
altered and the BoM changes,
meaning the components
purchased are no longer
required. At that point

in the supply chain, there
is the option to dispose of
unwanted components—but
there is another possibility.
Excess inventory holds
significant value and can be
resold rather than written off
and scrapped. This creates
revenue and simultaneously
avoids contributing to
e-waste. Parts hold the
most value when they are
new; the longer they sit
on the shelf, the less they
are worth as the potential
for other manufacturers to
use them declines. When

faced with the issue of
unwanted components,
consider working with a
specialist excess inventory
management company to
realise that value.

Marketing manager,
Lauren Costello-Fox

Excess inventory
management company, CCL,
will be exhibiting at ECS
2020 on stand 86. Marketing
manager, Lauren CostelloFox, will be on hand to
discuss any excess queries.
www.oemxs.com

M12 PUSH-PULL
SLIM ℅ FAST ℅ RELIABLE

Fastrax Division

Cutting edge printed circuit boards for
the aerospace, medical and automotive
industries, as well as highly complex
commercial circuits.

Flex Division
Quick-turn & prototype, small to
middle volume Flex & Flex-Rigid PCBs.
Photronix Limtied
Unit D4 Dominion Way Rustington
West Sussex BN16 3HQ
e sales@photronix.co.uk

t +44 (0)1903 231 901

w www.photronix.co.uk

t +44 (0)1903 231 904

AS9100 ISO9001:2015 ISO14001:2015 NADCAP IATF 16949:2016
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A rapid quick turn response for
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With the M12 push-pull with inner locking, Yamaichi
Electronics is taking the next innovation step.
The cable-side connector engages into the device
socket from the inside with locking hooks. As a
result, the push-pull system requires only the same
installation space as a common M12 connection:
• Space and time saving •Different Codings
•According to IEC
• Backward compatible
CDV 61076-2-012
• IP65 / 67 protected
MADE
IN
GERMANY

ai15790007097_Advert1_PRINT_MD_140419.pdf 1 14/01/2020 11:18:31

Importer and specialist
distributor of E-MECH products
NEW LINES

C

THUMB STICKS

M

Y

Switches

Joysticks

Keypads &
Data Input

Cable
Management

OPTO

Thermal Fuses

Connectors &
Slip Rings

Cabinets &
Enclosures

Potentiometers

Power Supplies

CM

E-STOPS
MY

CY

CMY

K

Handles & Knobs
For further details of our extensive product range
please call or email us on:
T +44 (0) 1371 811171

E info@4most.co.uk

www.4most.co.uk

Part of the 4most Electronics Technology Group:
evconnectors.com | enclosures4u.com | ipjoysticks.com
rotaryswitchesonline.com

• Transmit weather data from the middle of the ocean
• Control your robot in the desert
• Communicate in an emergency outside of GSM range
Whatever your project, the Rock Seven
RockBLOCK allows you to send and receive
short messages from anywhere on Earth
with a clea
clear view of the sky. Using
the Iridium Satellite network it works
far beyond the reach of WiFi and
GSM networks.

www.rock7.com | +44 (0) 2380 00 3888 | info@rock7.com
March 2020 39
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Visit Mouser at stand ECS017

Why UK electronics
is ready to thrive

Despite exposure to prolonged political uncertainty, international trade wars and
skill shortage concerns, there is still plenty to be confident about in the future of UK
electronics, explains Mouser
Over the last 15 years, the
UK has positioned itself
as a world leader in tech
entrepreneurship, with
clusters in Cambridgeshire,
the South West, the Midlands
and London proving to be
conducive environments for
aspiring start-ups and gaining
the attention of foreign
venture capitalists. In just the
first seven months of 2019,
home-grown tech start-ups
garnered £5.5 billion worth
of investment from outside
the UK, and another report
showed that the UK received
the largest proportion of
tech investment in Europe—
more than Germany and
France combined.

the end of last summer, it
was announced that the
government and private
sector would each respectively
contribute £200 million to
jointly fund the roll-out of
next-generation electric vehicle
charging infrastructure. The
first phase of this project
will see the number of fast
charging points situated
around the UK rise from 2,000
currently to 5,000 by 2024. As
well as advances in charging
technology, improvements to
powertrain management and
battery chemistries will all
help to encourage greater EV
uptake by shortening charge
times, extending vehicle range
and reducing costs.

Though seen as ambitious, the
government’s commitment
to get the UK to zero net
carbon emissions by 2050,
with Scotland planning to
accomplish this by 2045, will
clearly drive engineering
innovation forward. At

The UK is also at the forefront
of smart city activities, with
Bristol, Manchester and
London being trailblazers
in relation to infrastructure
deployment, alongside the
establishment of open data
platforms and test beds to help

If you need your data
safe and secure, stop
using industrial USB.
Datakey connectors only mate with Datakey
memory keys or tokens, and unlike industrial
USB tokens or SD cards they can’t be used
with standard memory solutions, keeping
your data safe and secure.
To talk to us about how Datakey can help you with
data logging, updating firmware or user
authentication, visit:
www.nexusindustrialmemory.com/secure
E: info@nexusindustrialmemory.com
T: +44 (0)1794 301 439
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accelerate the realisation of
ingenious new services that
will benefit urban inhabitants.
Other areas where the
UK has a vital role to play
include the development and
implementation of 5G mobile
networks, digital health,
wearable technology, robotics
and industrial automation.
Participating in key UK
trade events, like ECS,
enables Mouser to engage
directly with procurement
professionals and engineering
staff, to better understand the
challenges they face on a daily
basis in terms of specifying
components and ensuring
availability, as well as dealing
with issues like obsolescence
and counterfeiting.
Because Mouser recognises the
importance that the UK holds
within the global electronic
engineering community, it
continues to invest heavily in
supporting customers located

here, as they strive to
bring new technological
wonders to market—ensuring
they have access to a supply
chain that is robust, efficient
and responsive.
www.mouser.co.uk
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Visit TT Electronics at stand ECS058

Solve the power
density puzzle
TT Electronics’ new high efficiency, high power density AC/DC power
supplies provide a smaller option perfect for compact designs
Solve power density
challenges without reducing
efficiency by specifying units
from TT Electronics’ Protek
N3 Power series. Optimised
for end-products that
require a high performance
yet compact power supply,
the N3 series supports
OEMs with high power
density in a slimline option
that is said to be smaller
than competing alternatives.
The full range offers between
15W and a fanless 330W of
continuous output power
across eight series with
a choice of IEC320 C6/C8/
C14 inlets.

Key features of the series,
which is approved to
EN62368-1 safety standard,
include a no load power
consumption of less
than 0.15W. Capable
of operating at up to
5,000m altitude, units also
benefit from overvoltage,
overcurrent, short circuit
and thermal protection.
Efficiency is high, with a
rating of over 89 per cent for
Department of Energy Level
VI and EU Code of Conduct
for External Power Supplies
V5 Tier 2 approval. The
supplies also meet Class B
radiated and conducted EMI
standards.

With its low-profile case
measuring just one inch
in height, the 180W
PUP180N3 boasts an
impressive power density
of 10.5W per cubic inch.
www.ttelectronics.com

The N3 Power series is just one inch tall

Displays
Sensors
Optoelectronics
Photonics
Value Engineering
Custom Solutions
TT Electronics worldwide
interchangeable power
supply by STONTRONICS.
The interchangeable power supply
is compatible with most
manufactured products including
the Raspberry Pi 4 PSU thanks to
its USB type C output.

With worldwide approvals and 4
AC heads for the UK, US, EU and
AUZ users can use this power
supply worldwide
This power supply has a level 6
efficiency rating and is
approved to the latest EN62368
CE standard.

pacer.co.uk
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Long term stock
agreements
working for you
Flexible delivery around your needs …
Whether you know when you require the stock
or not, you can either pre-set the delivery on
speciﬁc dates, or simply let us know as you need
the stock by calling off throughout the period.

1. Quote and order

2. Agreement start

Sourcing, negotiating on your behalf, providing ﬁxed ricing
and conﬁrming all costs and options up front including the
expected start date.

We’ll inform you when the stock ﬁrst arrives at our site in
Colchester, at which point the agreement period will start*.

3. Pay for what you use, when you use it

4. We’ll keep track for you

We will invoice you when we deliver your goods, with a ﬁnal
invoice for the last delivery with any remaining stock.

We will send you a monthly update informing you of the
balance of stock and the period left. We’ll also give you
some advanced notice for when the agreement will end.

*Our long term stock agreements are non-cancellable but we will always endeavour to help you with any challenges you have regarding changes in customer demand. Agreements can be renewed.

helping you make it

www.rapidonline.com

CONTACT US

+44(0)1903 524 600

DISCOVER A SOLUTION DRIVEN CEM WHO

WITHSTAND TO
EXTREME SITUATIONS

DESIGNS

with
manufacture
in mind
MILITARY AND SECURITY
MEDICAL

ENERGY

EMOBILITY

ODU AMC solutions are rugged state-of-the-art circular connectors series with Push-Pull
locking or Break-Away function for next generation military communication systems (C4I).
These include radio equipment (PRR), navigation modules, robust computers and handheld devices, GPS antena, night-vision devices, helmet-mounted displays and UAVs. ODU
also offers customized cable assembly and overmolding solutions.

components
on time,
in budget

BUILDS

INDUSTRIAL

HIGHLY RELIABLE CONNECTORS FOR MILITARY AND SECURITY

SUPPLIES

solutions
around you

TEST AND MEASUREMENT

VISIT US AT STAND 087
www.fermionx.com

e:sales@fermionx.com

Non-reflective and lightweight

Easy handling

Watertight protection IP 68 and IP 69
Rugged and compact

Mechanical and color-coded
keying identification

Up to 5,000 mating cycles durability

System solution

ODU-UK Ltd.
Phone: 0330 002 0640
sales@odu-uk.co.uk
www.odu-uk.co.uk
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Visit RDS at stand ECS061

Investigate IoT solutions
RDS will showcase a range of custom solutions at ECS, highlighting its IoT expertise
plus embedded solutions, specialist memory and the latest display technologies
Bringing together the latest
display technologies and
embedded solutions on stand
61 at ECS 2020, RDS will be
focusing on AI vision systems and
internet of things technologies.
The stand will showcase the
company’s innovative design
approach and manufacturing
capabilities for IoT platforms and
devices, together with a team of
experts who will be on hand to
discuss its full range of products
and technologies.
Embedded solutions will include
the latest generation 24/7
industrial motherboards, AI edge
computing boards, iMX8M and
iMX8M Mini system on modules
as well as rugged long-life
gateway solutions. There will also
be specialist memory, storage and

MXM GPU modules designed to
offer increased performance.
The stand will host a range of
TFT and touch displays in
various sizes and formats,
including an example of RDS’
latest projected capacitive
PhotoReal printing on borders.
High bright and optical bonding
options will also be on show.

Finally, RDS will showcase its
latest venture, IQRF, a low-power
wireless mesh technology ideal
for edge device connectivity
within the IoT world.
www.review-displays.co.uk

Cementing its expertise, RDS
will highlight its experience in
designing and manufacturing a
range of products, including its
own Sensconnect IoT delivery
platform, USB monitors and
Mini-STX PCs. With ISO13845
certification in place, RDS
can also manufacture medical
solutions.
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NEW MEMs based Sensor Solutions

Developed for building automation and environmental monitoring
Omron’s D6T Thermal Sensors and 2JCE multi-function
Environmental Sensors will be just two of the latest solutions on
display.
D6T Thermal Sensor
• Wide angle view 90°x90° encompasses a whole room
from a single point
• Detects abnormal temperatures
• Identifies potential problems before they become major hazards
2JCE Environmental Sensor
• Available as a USB unit 14.9 x 29.1 x 7.0mm
• Monitors temperature, humidity, light, UV barometric pressure,
noise, seismic and air quality
• Accumulates data for 3 months & connects to multiple devices
Come and join us and talk to our team who will be available to
discuss these and other latest products
Technology for Sensing, Imaging and Display
www.components.omron.eu
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Do you need to
sell your excess
electronic component
inventory?
We buy all active and
passive electronic
components

Come visit us at

The Electronic
Component Show

Multi-Award Winning

6SigmaET

Stand 86
and get your FREE

Thermal Simulation for Electronics

Cecil Bear

to take home!
Automatic Grid Generation | Utilise Complex CAD
Models | Unrivalled Solver Speed | User Friendly

Send us your excess list today...

info@oemXS.com +44 1404 540 300

Join us at Stand 100 | Visit 6sigmaet.info for more info

FROM CONCEPT TO CONSUMPTION
PROJECT
DISCOVERY
FOCUSED
FULFILMENT

PCB

GLOBAL
EMS

DESIGN &
VERIFICATION

COMPONENT
DEMAND CREATION

ENCLOSURES
& HMI
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DELIVERING TRUE ADDED VALUE

WWW.ISMOSYS.COM
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Visit CamdenBoss at stand ECS095

Why research is key
to enclosure selection

Specifying the correct enclosure on your bill of materials can be just as important as the electronics
housed inside. Not only does it define product identity, it also provides vital protection, says CamdenBoss
Your enclosure selection
should ensure appropriate
protection in the expected
working environment. Ingress
protection, material flammability

and overall design all need
careful consideration. And with
new applications emerging
all the time, you’ll want to
assess how manufacturers are

designing new products to target
certain industries, each of which
present their own environmental
conditions.

Despite the many advances in
enclosure materials available,
however, some enclosure standards
remain stable. For example,
rack mounted 19in enclosures
provide a universal manufacturing
specification for networking OEMs
so new products will fit old and
existing rack cabinets anywhere in
the world.
With the rise of industry 4.0 and
the internet of things, factory
automation, industrial control and
centralised networking systems
are becoming more popular, yet
these smart electronics systems
also make use of a time old system:
DIN Rails. DIN Rail systems can be
mounted within robust enclosures
equipped with mounting points for
the rails. Electronic units simply
require housings that are moulded
or formed with 35mm DIN Rail slots
on the base.
Increasingly, our digitally connected
world requires electronic devices
to be housed in outdoor spaces.
Applications such as broadband,
environmental research, WiFi
expansion and communications
depend on enclosures designed
for reliable long-term operation.
Faced with diverse competing
requirements, enclosure purchasers
may wonder whether an off-the-shelf
product is going to be an option,
yet enclosures are manufactured in
thousands of styles, so it may well
be possible to find the right match
with research. Alternatively, with
CamdenBoss’ Smartboxx custom
enclosures, customers pick the
requirements, and the housing is
made to individual specifications.
With no tooling costs, this costeffective solution offers rapid
prototypes, allowing customers to
test the market before committing
to a moulded design.
Whether you select off the shelf
enclosures or a custom solution,
understanding the market that your
product will operate in and the
environmental factors that will come
into play, can set you on the right
path to a more informed decision.
www.camdenboss.com
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OVER

30 YEARS
INVESTED INTO

GLOBAL COMPONENT
DISTRIBUTION

1500 SERIES
U N I V E R SA L S M A R T E N C LO S U R E

Introducing the functional, yet aesthetic 1500 Series
Universal Smart Enclosure.
Engineered, designed and styled for today’s market, with

Visit us at Stand ECS089

practical functions and endless mounting capabilities.
USE this highly versatile enclosure for your next project!

+44 (0)1438 909 909 | www.astute.global

DESIGN · FULFILLMENT · SUPPORT

Discover the full 1500 series range at
W W W. C A M D E N B O S S . C O M / 1 5 0 0 - S E R I E S

UK | USA | Germany | Turkey | Israel | Australia | Mexico | India | China

Electronic Sourcing Quarter page advert.indd 1

quartz

technology

20/01/2020 16:41:05

Talk to us we will have
a solution!

RDS brings together technical expertise in displays,
embedded systems and IoT platforms to produce
custom products for a host of applications. We can
build complete systems from design through
to manufacture including all certifications
on time and on budget.
If you need a new design, an upgrade
or just advice talk to us at the
ECS on stand 61

Innovative design and
manufacture of
IoT platforms
and devices.

Design that works.
GEYER Quartz Crystals and Oscillators
offer Quality, Reliability and Performance –
bringing optimal balance to your projects
with circuit analysis and optimization
from the Geyer Test Centre.
GEYER Electronic UK Ltd
Romsey, Hampshire

www.review-displays.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1794 329 341
sales@geyer-electronic.co.uk

geyer-electronic.com

+44 (0)1959 563 345
e: info@review-displays.co.uk
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Building a better
buying experience

Electronics Sourcing takes a look at key ECS 2020 sponsor, Digi-Key Electronics, to find out what makes the company tick
Global internet-based
distributor, Digi-Key
Electronics, is a franchised
distributor of more than 8.9
million components from
over 800 trusted suppliers.
This provides access to the
widest selection of electronic
components, available for
immediate shipment from
the website. With this wide
range of products available in
both design and production
quantities, Digi-Key aims
to provide the best resource
for design engineers and
buyers alike.
Product availability is one of
the key characteristics that
distinguishes Digi-Key. Over
1.8 million products are held
in stock at the company's
distribution centre in Thief
River Falls, Minnesota, USA.

Every day, new products are
added so that whether you're
sourcing semiconductors,
passives, interconnect,
electromechanical, wireless,
or lighting components, DigiKey has the parts you need,
when you need them.

range of EDA and design
tools, including the new
DK IoT Studio; reference
design library; on-demand
multimedia library;
comprehensive article library;
and community websites
including TechForum and
eewiki.net.

Customers can request
electronic components 24
hours a day, seven days
a week, 365 days a year,
either by phone, fax, email,
or through the website.
Technicians and applications
engineers are also available
by phone, email or through
the website, to answer
any questions.

Describing itself as an
end-to-end solution to help
fuel innovation, Digi-Key
provides tools and technical
resources at the design
stage, immediate access
and inventory dispatch, all
the way through to robust
supply chain solutions
and API connectivity. This
helps customers go to
market faster and more
reliably. From a broad
array of internet of things
and industrial automation

A wealth of online tools
and reference materials
complement this service.
The company offers a

solutions to new product
configurators, 360deg
images, image search, and a
more personalised website
experience, customers can
innovate faster with Digi-Key.
According to Digi-Key, its
'Prototype to Production'
business model offers a
unique buying experience.
Support throughout the
design process, whether
prototyping, manufacturing
small production runs,
designing upgrades,
or moving into full-scale
production, is what truly sets
Digi-Key apart, providing
the resources and products
to take your design to the
next level!
www.digi-key.co.uk

SOLUTIONS FOR HARSH
ENVIRONMENTS

LEMO’s range of rugged quick release
connectors are smaller, lighter and ideal
for harsh environment applications.
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10-13 September 2019
Visit us on Stand S8-130
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T, M & F Series
IP68 rating
Space saving
Robust design
Quick release mechanism
RoHS & REACH compliant
plating options
• Cable assembly service

LEMO UK LTD, Worthing, UK
Phone : +44 (0) 1903 234 543
uksales@lemo.com
facebook.com/lemoconnectors
linkedin.com/company/lemo-sa
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High Quality
Cables
High
QualityConnectors
Connectorsand
and
Cables

Contact your local partner on www.lemo.com/contact

RELIABILITY IN
SPACE APPLICATIONS

Our automated services
ensure
high
quality
soldering
results,
especially
in
High
TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS
Reliability Industries such
as Defence, Aerospace,
Medical and Oil & Gas.

TIN WHISKER
MITIGATION

Technical
Franchised
Distributor

ALLOY
CONVERSION

CONTACT US TODAY
TO KNOW MORE
MARKETING@RETRONIX.COM

SECURITY &
AUTHENTICITY

WWW.RETRONIX.COM

LEDs
POWER
DISPLAYS
WIRELESS
CELULLAR
EMBEDDED
MC
MCUs / MPUs
IoT SOLUTIONS
SSSLTD.COM
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Visit Würth Elektronik at stand ECS098

Better equipped to
support UK buyers

German component manufacturer, Würth Elektronik, is moving to a new UK sales office, ensuring it
is better prepared to support electronics companies of all shapes and sizes across the UK
Supplying a variety of electronic
components, circuit boards
and customised solutions,
Würth Elektronik is a German

component manufacturer with a
strong UK presence. As a result
of continued business growth,
the company has now signed a

10-year lease on new premises
whereby it will be located in
the top floor suite of The Vic at
MediaCityUK.

REDEXPERT

This UK sales office will be the
base for the support of UK and
Ireland customers. From here,
Würth will assist companies of all
shapes and sizes in the electronics
market, from some of the biggest
electronics companies to the
smaller one-man electronic design
companies. The group is backed by
the privately owned Wurth Group,
a €14 billion turnover business.
UK managing director, Martin
Warrington, commented:
“Although the 2019 market
has been uncertain, our business
model of forming strong customer
relationships with technical
knowledge, backed up with
industry leading service levels,
means growth is inevitable. For
us, employees are the core to our
business, the new flagship office
is something we can all be proud
to call home.”
The UK management team at
Würth Elektronik comprises
Martin Warrington, James East,
Glen Wallis and Emma Duffin, all
of whom are excited for this next
stage of the company’s growth.
Having been based in Salford
Quays for 10 years, they were
keen to remain in the area and the
opportunity to join the community
at MediaCityUK was a draw.
Thanks to a thoughtful design
process, the new space has been
carefully designed to match Würth
Elektronik's business needs.

REDEXPERT. Würth Elektronik‘s online platform for simple
component selection and performance simulation.
www.we-online.com/redexpert
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Richard McNicholl is director of
Denton, the company carrying out
the refit. He explained: “Engaging
early with Martin and the team
has helped us understand their
needs, with staff wellbeing at the
heart. Accordingly, the scheme has
been developed around Würth's
people and business process,
which encourage collaboration
and interaction, while providing
flexibility too.”
www.we-online.com

Two wires- unlimited
opportunities

Let’s connect @ ECS
14 May, Stadium MK
Milton Keynes

Single pair ethernet is the new standard of
smart network communicaton. This new
network technology makes a consistent
IP communication and power supply
possible, even within complex industrial
applications or in IoT solutions.
More information:
phoenixcontact.co.uk/spe

Terminal Blocks

Gas Discharge Tubes

Relays

DIN Rail Enclosures
& PCB carriers



More than 30,000 Standard Product
Conﬁgurations



UK Technical Support



UK Cable Assembly Facilities



Custom Connectors and Solutions

Call +44 23 9245 9600
or email Sales@ﬁscherconnectors.co.uk
Available from

ﬁscherconnectors.com

Switchtec Ltd, Brooms Road, Stone Business Park, Stone, Staffordshire. ST15 0SH
T: 01785 818600 F: 01785 811900 E: sales@switchtec.com W: www.switchtec.com
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Obsolescence

Visit Rochester at stand ECS001

Planning to cut the
cost of obsolescence
Component end of life is not just a purchasing problem to be addressed as an
afterthought. Planning for obsolescence can significantly reduce costs, explains
technical sales manager at Rochester Electronics, Ken Greenwood
Manufacturers in the
automotive, energy, industrial,
medical, transport, aerospace
and military markets now have
product lives which far exceed
those of the components
which go to make them. When
long-term product availability
is vital, companies need to
ensure a reliable source of
components, even after the
component is made obsolete.
Failing to plan and manage
obsolescence strategically can
lead to line-stops. It may also
result in unnecessarily costly
last-time-buys, long-term
storage costs, forced product
redesigns, or even premature
product end of life.

Select components wisely

Here are some top tips
to minimise the cost of
obsolescence. First, remember
that obsolescence management
starts at the design phase. Poor
component selection can lead
to premature product redesign
and re-qualification.
There a few questions you
should ask your supplier
to help determine component
suitability. Assess the original
component manufacturer's
commitments to long-term
availability and ask whether
the supplier can demonstrate
a controlled transition through
the end-of-life and into longterm authorised supply, or
even long-term production.
Ensure the 'heartbeat'
components of your design
such as the software packed
microcontrollers, FPGAs, or
ASICs are comprehensively
documented.

Understand the total cost
Be sure to understand and
model the cost and risks
associated with obsolescence.
Assess whether the project
plan needs to include

anticipated product re-designs
during its life and assess the
costs of component storage.
How will obsolescence
impact on after-sales service
commitments?
If your equipment has a long
qualification, production, or
in-service life you will face
component obsolescence.
Preventative planning by
purchasing, component
engineering, design and
programme management
can reduce or eliminate the
cost and risk.

Get pro-active

Regular monitoring of
component life cycles allows
purchasers to anticipate
problems before they occur.
There are some excellent tools
such as I.H.S Parts Intelligence
and BOM Intelligence, which
track a component’s life cycle,
lead-time, and specification
changes over time. Many
also offer a tailored product
discontinuation notice
alert service.
Last-time-buy orders are
inevitable, yet forecasts are
notoriously inaccurate. Is
there an established end-of-life
transition partner to
offer risk-free ongoing
authorised supply?

Purchase authorised
product

The risk of counterfeit
and poor-quality product
from unauthorised sources
represents a significant
financial risk. Preventing
damaged or counterfeit
components entering the
supply chain demands constant
vigilance and resources.
The zero-risk option of an
authorised after-market
supplier, like Rochester
Electronics, should always
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be the number one choice.
Sources like Rochester
Electronics receive stock
exclusively from the
manufacturers. Components
come with original warranties
and guarantees. Increasingly
Rochester is also able to offer
ongoing build, 100 per cent
compliant with the original
specification, from knowngood-die, with product
tested according to the
original test procedures.
For a more detailed overview
of best practices, find
Rochester Electronics at the
Electronic Component Show.
www.rocelec.com

Parts are produced from known-good-die

The Electronic Component Show

E X H I B I TO R S S O FA R

THURSDAY • 14 • MAY • 2020

P RE- REGISTER TODAY AT
WWW.ELE CTRONIC-COMPONENT-SHOW.CO.UK
sp o n so red b y

OMC has released a hermeticallysealed 850nm fibre optic transmitter
diode said to deliver a high
intensity output for coupling into
multimode fibres even in challenging
environments. Ideal for applications
where long term reliability is
paramount, the device can be
specified for a range of fibre optic
applications including datacomms,
sensing, encoding, instrumentation and
signalling, ensuring speed and integrity
of signal over a long operating life.
The new FDE851HLBF emitter features
a hermetically-sealed body with glass
optical window that helps protect
device internals from atmospheric

conditions. Unlike fibre-optic emitters
using a clear plastic cap pressed on to
the device header, the hermetic seal
helps combat the potential long-term
effects of environmental characteristics
such as humidity in applications where
long service-life is important.
The device boasts fast rise/fall times
for high speed operation and integral
micro-optics, which focus the beam to
a narrow point. This delivers efficient
coupling into multimode glass optical
fibres as small as 50µm, achieving a
typical launch power of 30µW at 100mA
into 50/125 fibre.

What's new

Sealed IR emitter offers long-term reliability

www.omc-uk.com

Double-row
connectors
ready to go
Phoenix Contact has
extended its existing
portfolio with a shielded
PCB connector in 2.54mm
pitch. EMC shielding
ensures the new DMCC
series double-row
connectors enable the
reliable supply of data and
power to devices—as well as
via a single Ethernet cable.
The crimp connectors are
suitable for conductor cross
sections between 0.14 and
0.75mm² and are designed
for currents up to 6A/160V.
With their compact
size, the four-contact
connectors and headers
provide a solution for
applications where space
is at a premium. Optional
tools enable manual or
automated crimping.
www.phoenixcontact.com
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Distributors can help mitigate
risk of obsolete parts
Dealing with obsolete parts is a continuing issue for electronics buyers who
buy unique parts in industries that have long product life cycles

James Carbone
Component obsolescence has
been and probably always will
be a challenge for electronics
buyers, but tools and services
that distributors provide can help
reduce the risk that buyers will
have to scramble to find a part
that goes end of life.
Most distributors keep track of
end of life (EOL) notices issued
by component manufacturers
and send them out to customers.
Some distributors will do lifetime
buys on behalf of customers and
hold the parts in stock until they
are needed. Others will scrub
bills of materials for customers
to identify parts that are obsolete
and offer online purchasing tools
that identify components that
are not recommended for new
designs because they soon may
go EOL.
Tools and services which can help
reduce obsolescence risk may
become even more important in
the future because of shrinking
lifecycles of some semiconductors
and long lifecycles of electronics
equipment in certain industries.
In addition, more products
are being designed with the
capability to connect to the
Internet so more companies that
had not purchased electronics
in the past are now purchasing
components needed to connect
their products to the web.
Eventually those components will
go obsolete and OEMs will need
to find alternative parts.

“Obsolescence has always been a
problem especially in industries
that have long lifecycles,” said
Tom Treichel, senior director of
assigned accounts for Digi-Key.
“The longer your products
are out there, the more of a
chance a supplier will end of
life one of the components in
your products.” Communications,
medical and industrial OEMs have
products with long lifecycles
and are impacted by component
obsolescence. “Certainly, military
and aerospace have longer
lifecycles,” he said.
Rob Picken, global director at
Converge, an Arrow company,
said historically, “Aerospace and
defense industries were the most
heavily impacted by
obsolescence” because life cycles
of the systems built by OEMs in
those industries can be excess of
30 years which cause challenges
for any manufacturer to support.
“Also, any changes to a design or
a bill of material need to be
submitted for approval, usually to
the ultimate end customer and if
approved, those redesigns needed
to go through time-consuming
recertification,” he said.

Hi-rel parts go obsolete

Picken says that obsolescence
is a challenge for any industry
that requires high reliability parts
because such parts may have a
limited market. He notes that a
component manufacturer
producing a standard part may

“Historically,
aerospace and
defense industries
were the most
heavily impacted
by obsolescence”
Rob Picken, global
director at Converge, an
Arrow company
technically be able to produce
1,000 variants of size, tolerance,
voltage and other variables.
However, OEM customers for
high reliability parts may only
want to use components at “the
very edges of the component’s
operating capabilities, and usually
with rugged or non-standard
physical properties—massive
operating temperature ranges, or
radiation hardening for example,”
said Picken.
“This makes these parts low
profitability for suppliers, and
that means they are at risk of
discontinuance during any merger
activity,” he said.

THE GAME CHANGING SITE FOR
THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

Picken points out that recent
mergers in the electronics
supply base have led to “product
line rationalisation, or in
simple terms, obsolescence.” A
component manufacturer that
acquires another parts maker
often will discontinue some
product lines of the acquired
company if there is an overlap.
However, consolidation is not
the only reason. Environmental
laws and regulations, such as
the Restriction of Hazardous
Substances (RoHS) directive
and Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction
of Chemicals (REACH) law
resulted in greater component
obsolescence.

EXCLUSIVELY SPONSORED BY eBOM.com

However, obsolescence often
occurs simply because after a
certain amount of time, certain
components are no longer
purchased in the same volumes
as in the past. “It comes down
to the usage of the parts,” said
Treichel. At some point usage of
a component declines and the
manufacturer determines it no
longer makes sense to make the
part even if there is still some
demand for the component in
some products, he said.
When designing a new product,
“an engineer wants to use the
latest and greatest technology
and new parts” not older parts
with less functionality even if
there is still some demand for
the part in certain products
Treichel said.
Semiconductors are more
often affected by component
obsolescence. John Hunter,
director of defense and aerospace
for Avnet, said the more unique
the component is, the more
challenging it is to replace.
“Field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA) and microprocessors lead
the way in complexity with RF
analog devices following close
behind. These complex devices
also tend to be cost drivers which
exasperates the EOL challenge,”
he said.

However, passive components are
also impacted by obsolescence.
In recent years passives
manufacturers have stopped
making components in larger
case sizes. One example is
multilayer ceramic capacitors.
Some capacitor manufacturers
have opted to build MLCCs in
small case sizes such as 0201 and
the 01005 and ceased production
of capacitors in larger sizes
such as 1206 and 1812 because
smaller case size parts are more
widely used and more profitable.

Keeping up with EOL notices

Whether a part is an FPGA or
ceramic capacitor, buyers are
challenged in keeping up with
end-of-life notices that are issued
by manufacturers. Each year,
manufacturers send out 3,000
to 5,000 EOL notices and each
notice may have dozens
of discontinued parts.
Distributors receive those notices
and send out EOL information to
customers that have purchased
the soon-to-be obsolete parts.
“We will notify the customer
that a product is going end-oflife and give them some of the
details when the last-time buy
is,” said Treichel. That gives the
customer an opportunity to make
a decision.”

“Our notification
process will
provide alternatives
if the supplier
has suggested
replacements”
John Hunter, director of
defense and aerospace for
Avnet

Tom Treichel, senior director
of assigned accounts for
Digi-Key

“Obsolescence
has always been a
problem especially
in industries that
have long lifecycles”
The customer may decide to
redesign a product that uses an
alternative to the EOL part. Or
the customer may want to do a
lifetime buy or find a similar part
from a different manufacturer.
Treichel said that any customer
that bought a part from Digi-Key
in the previous two years will be
notified if the component goes
EOL. “Even if a customer has not
bought from us, they can go to
our site and punch in the part
number and we will tell them if
it is obsolete or not suggested
for new designs and show them
some alternatives,” he said.
He said Digi-Key has quoting
tools that identify EOL parts.
“We don’t scrub bills of materials
(BOMs), but our online quoting
tools allow customers to upload
their BOMs and the tools will tell
them what the lifecycle of the
product is and if the part is not
recommended for new designs.
That will give them an early
warning,” said Treichel.
Of course, Digi-Key is not the only
distributor that assists customers
in managing EOL notices. For
example, with Avnet’s “Digital
Portal”, customers can sign up to
receive EOL and product change
notices for parts they purchase
from Avnet, said Hunter. Avnet
also has an internal “Light the

Target” process, in which “Avnet’s
sales team send EOL notifications
to our customers on parts they
currently buy from Avnet,” he said.
“Our notification process
will provide alternatives if
the supplier has suggested
replacements,” said Hunter.
“Additionally, our sales team
will help our customers review
options to support their EOL
challenge. He added Avnet can
also provide customers with a
BOM analysis upon request using
a SupplyFrame tool.
Avnet also supports customer last
time buy requirements. “We work
each opportunity to minimise the
financial impact while ensuring
continuity of supply, and our team
will support efforts to locate EOL
parts in support of our customers
request,” said Hunter.

Delivering
on quality
British CEM, Texcel Technology,
boasts over 42 years’ experience
supplying electronic solutions
to customers all around the
world. It supplies a range of
vertical markets including
instrumentation, military,
industrial, medical, high voltage,
transportation and marine.
Commercial director at Texcel,
Peter Shawyer, commented:
“We complement our client’s
requirements with design
services from concept, circuit
generation and PCB layouts, to
firmware or software if required.
This combined with design
for manufacture, design for
test through to PCB assembly,
full box-build and complex
functional testing, means we can
provide full turnkey solutions.
“We pride ourselves on offering
the highest possible quality
whilst maintaining a customer
focused service. We’ve just
started our new financial year
with a bumper order book and
are looking forward to continued
growth in 2020, supporting this
with our leading ERP, customer

relationship and computer
estimating systems.”
Texcel continually reinvests in its
facility to improve productivity
and increase capacity with a
wider service range. Investment
in staff training and equipment
helps support customers,
with Texcel attributing its
longevity to technical expertise,
customer relationships and most
importantly delivering on its
promises.
www.texceltechnology.com

What's new
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Rugged keyboard designed
with food in mind
Review Display Systems has introduced a new
keyboard from NSI specifically designed for the
food industry. Designed to withstand challenging
environments combining cold temperatures,
hot cleaning, and damp, this new keyboard
boasts several features to ensure a stable and
reliable product.
The keyboard has 105 short travel keys and is
available with an integrated waterproof trackball
or multi-touch touchpad that can be operated
using gloves. Its operating temperature is zero to
60°C and it comes with a detachable 2m shielded
USB cable.
A waterproof but breathable membrane
covers the back of the keyboard ensuring a dry
environment within the stainless-steel housing.
Not only is it sealed to IP65, but this hygienic
design is also easy to clean.
www.review-displays.co.uk

Compact converters
keep costs low
Investment in staff training and
equipment helps support customers

XP Power has announced availability of two new
series of PCB mount single output AC/DC power
supplies said to offer a cost-effective solution
for domestic, internet of things, and industrial
tech applications.
Complementing the previously released three,
five and 10W models, the VCE20 and VCE40
series provide 20 and 40W of power respectively.
Purchasers can opt for an encapsulated version as
well as a lower cost open frame version, both of
which are suited to PCB mounting.
The compact size and inclusion of PCB pins
ensures ease of integration, safely interfacing
mains power directly to the PCB. Features include
an integral EMC filter, hold-up capacitor and fuse,
so no external components are required for a
space saving solution.
Both series offer an extended universal input
range of 85 to 305V AC, accommodating
worldwide applications, including those requiring
higher voltage operation. The single output rail is
available in seven voltages.
Pre-approved to a range of worldwide safety
standards for ITE and household applications
the VCE20 and VCE40 series is said to simplify
the process of obtaining certification on the end
equipment.
www.xppower.com
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Airtight guarantee of
connector performance
Where interconnect applications include large pressure differentials, NYK
Component Solutions’ Ametek hermetic circular connectors are on hand to help
As the exclusive European
franchise distributor of
Ametek Interconnect
Technologies’ range of
hermetic circular connectors,
NYK Component Solutions
offers connectors which
provide an airtight seal and
high degree of electrical
performance under extreme
environmental conditions.
The connectors boast low air
leakage (hermeticity), high
insulation resistance and
high dielectric withstanding
voltage, plus superior levels
of corrosion resistance, insert
retention and resistance
to thermal shock. These
connectors are used in
applications featuring
large pressure differentials
between the mating face and
rear of the connector, such
as avionics boxes where the
connector is subject to the
differential pressure, inside
and outside the aircraft.

Quality approvals

NYK Component Solutions
is approved to AS9100
Rev D, AS9120 Rev B
and ISO9001 2015 and
is approved by Ametek
Interconnect Technologies
to supply: MIL-DTL-38999,
MIL-DTL-83723 Series III,

MIL-DTL-26482 Series I and
II, MIL-DTL26500, EN299Y +
YE, ESC10YE.
NYKCS provides OEM
pricing and 100 per cent
on-time scheduling to
meet hermetically sealed
connector requirements,
stocking a range of MILDTL-38999 Series III
hermetic connectors in Y
and N class in a variety of
styles including D38999/21,
D38999/23, D38999/25
and D38999/27. These
receptacles are designed to
provide excellent service
in severe environments
including high temperature,
humidity, vibration, shock
and where EMI/RFI shielding
is required. The triple lead
thread offers quick disconnect
with a non-decoupling
feature designed into the
plug. The scoop proof
design prevents accidental
bending of the contacts and
provides for grounding the
plug and receptacle prior to
engagement of the pin and
socket contacts.

to several MIL standards or
customer specific designs.
The extreme performance
levels are made possible by a
proprietary glass insulation
material developed by the
Hermetic Seal Corporation.
www.nykcs.com

For harsher environments
the HTX range of high
temperature connectors with
shell and insert arrangements
is also available, compatible

CML Innovative Technologies Ltd.
69/70 Eastern Way,

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk,

IP32 7AB, United Kingdom

Hermetic connectors from NYK

Tel: +44 (0) 1284 714700

email: uksales@cml-it.com

www.cml-it.com
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Discover the benefits
of a smaller distributor
British distributor, Globe Electronics, explains how smaller, focused, UK distributors are
better placed to deliver the flexibility and personal service that many purchasers need today
As a small but successful
distributor of electronic
components, Globe
Electronics, maintains the
British tradition of providing
a second-to-none service,
focussing on customers’
short term and long-term
needs in today’s fastmoving environment. It
offers flexibility regarding
all aspects of customers’
supply chain management
requirements thanks to
its efforts as a small but
professionally managed and
customer focussed distributor.
Britain has always had
a well-defined structure
in electronic component
sales consisting of different
size distributors, with an
electronics market like no
other. Over the years, this has
evolved to service the diverse
needs of large, medium and
small size manufacturing
companies locally, but also
throughout the world, as
well as the many subcontract
manufacturer companies
located here in Britain.
There are also many smaller
design consultancies and
entrepreneurs that require
support, all of whom play

an important part in the
continued growth of our
electronics market here
in Britain.

An evolving UK market

Around twenty-five years
ago, a series of acquisitions
by larger distributors and
consolidation of various
mid-sized companies meant
that the role of the small
distributor tended to be
overlooked. The ‘bigger is
better’ philosophy became
a watchword in the UK
components market, as it has
in many other facets of life.
The increase in worldwide
online sales also contributed
to this scenario, but the
threat of counterfeit
components, which has
caught out many companies
to date, is now a major factor
to consider when purchasing
components via this medium.
Larger distributors have
their place in the electronics
industry due to the benefits
of scale they bring, as well
as the ability to offer a one
stop shop, however, the
smaller purchaser is often
not as well served as well
as they could be.
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Flexible purchasing
needs

In recent times, the small,
focused distributor has
become more important as
these companies can support
today’s increasingly flexible
purchasing needs while also
maintaining the personal
service that customers
enjoyed in the past, but
which has not always been
available to them.
Today, the growing number of
small, specialist distributors
like Globe is testament to
the need of engineers and
buyers from all kinds of
companies that need more
personal support to assist
them in making the right
component choices for their
specific needs.
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Around twenty-five
years ago, a series
of acquisitions by
larger distributors
and consolidation
of various mid-sized
companies meant that
the role of the small
distributor tended to
be overlooked

The smaller distributor has an
important place in Britain’s
electronic component
marketplace and will
continue to offer a unique
service to customers. Could
it be time to discover the
difference a small distributor
service can make?
globeelectronics.co.uk

A focused, UK distributor can provide more
personal support to assist purchasers in
making the right component choices for
their specific needs

ESD Clothing from the
UK’s largest stockist
IN-HOUSE EMBROIDERY
SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

www.somersetsolders.com
sales@somersetsolders.com | +44 (0)1761 233 230
Somerset Workwear products from Somerset Solders Ltd

Backing Up Your Connectors
Backshells, Caps & Lanyards

Available For:

D38999, 26482, 83723, 5015, 83723, VG95328, VG95234, VG96912, JN1003, CECC75-201-002
Fast turnaround. Custom solutions available.

+44 1489 861378

www.nykcs.com
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Saving money
down the line

Training personnel to IPC standards can cut the cost of rework and repair, and
may even eliminate process issues altogether, says Advanced Rework Technology
When production costs are
increasing due to process
related issues, electronics
manufacturers may find
themselves outsourcing
rework and repair with not
enough skilled personnel
to complete work in-house.
Having trained personnel
can counteract these issues
and show current and
potential customers that
you are dedicated to
furthering the excellence
of the products and services
offered by your company.
Looking at the entire process,
from design through to
inspection of the final
assembly, there are several
relevant training courses
that can relieve pressure on
time, resources and cost.
Appropriate training can:
ensure personnel are trained
to meet requirements for
material selection and process
control; ensure technicians
are trained to the process
requirements for the product;
and ensure inspectors and
those responsible for product
assurance are trained to
understand the latest accept/
reject criteria.

Choosing the
right course

Bearing this in mind,
electronics manufacturers
may need access to several
different kinds of training
courses. Design engineers
can be trained to IPC Certified
Interconnect Designer-CID.
This course covers: design,
considerations, materials,
printed board characteristics,
fabrication and assembly
requirements, and electrical
parameters. It's not just
for designers, however,
with many professionals
in supporting industries
becoming certified to

enhance their technical
knowledge on transforming
a PCB design for successful
manufacture, assembly
and test.

potting, coaxial/twinaxial
cable assemblies and wire
bundle securing. Revision
D of this standard was
published in January 2020.

Process engineers and
assembly technicians can be
trained to IPC J-STD 001,
Requirements for Electrical
and Electronic Assemblies.
This course covers general
assembly requirements,
material, component and
equipment and product
assurance as well as
requirements for mounting
and soldering wires and
terminals, as well as
through hole and surface
mount devices.

Assembly technicians should
also be competent to the
latest rework, modification
and repair of printed boards
certifications. By attending
7711/21 training, they will
get to grips with practical
guidelines for rework of
various component types
and technologies, as
well as laminate and
conductor repair.

Product assurance and
inspection personnel can
be trained to IPC-A-600
Acceptance of (Bare) Printed
Boards, IPC-A-610 Acceptance
of Electronics Assemblies
and/or IPC/WHMA-A-620
Acceptance for Cable and
Wire Harness.
The subjects covered in
IPC-A-600 include externally
observable conditions, board
edges, solder coatings and
holes, printed contacts
and markings. It also
addresses internal observable
conditions, dielectric
materials, conductive
patterns and plated
through holes.
IPC-A-610 is focused on
general requirements such
as handling, hardware,
soldering acceptability
requirements, through
hole technology, surface
mount assemblies and
component damage.
IPC/WHMA-A-620 covers
preparation/soldering and
crimping, moulding and
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Industry recognised
standards

Having personnel trained
to IPC’s industry recognised
certification programme can
help relieve the pressures
of modern-day electronics
manufacturing, regardless
of company size or the
products manufactured.
For those with no internal
IPC training, Advanced
Rework Technology can
work to produce a bespoke
syllabus for training and
process requirements, as well
as helping to produce process
and inspection reports.
Advanced Rework
Technology's experienced
training staff chair and sit on
numerous IPC and industry
committees, helping to
produce the best possible
documents, standards and
training courses, making
Advanced Rework Technology
a leading IPC and industry
training provider.
www.rework.co.uk

Trained personnel can relieve the pressures of
modern-day manufacture
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Looking at the
entire process, from
design through to
inspection of the
final assembly, there
are several relevant
training courses that
can relieve pressure
on time, resources
and cost

Advanced Rework Technology Ltd

SITES NOW IN UK AND ITALY

-6012
training and Space Addendum training for J-STD-001 and IPC-A-620.

Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies
Requirements for Soldering Electrical and Electronic Assemblies

Requirements and Acceptance for Cable and Wire Harnesses

Acceptability of Printed Boards
www.rework.co.uk

Info@rework.co.uk

+44 (0)1245 237083
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Top tips for cutting costs

When sourcing consumables such as soldering iron tips, you might think your selection makes little difference. As
Hakko explains, however, choosing the right tip size and shape can increase efficiency, cut costs and save time
Utilising a specially designed
soldering tip can make quick
and easy work of different
soldering applications,
which not only improves
the soldering environment
but also reduces costs. To
meet this demand Hakko
manufactures a range of
tips that can really make
a difference to soldering
efficiency and help speed-up
workflow.
There are several factors to
consider when selecting the
most appropriate tip for your
application. For instance, the
type of soldering to be done,
the tip shape and size, will
all inform your selection.

Tip size

Selecting the most accurate
size of tip diameter can
significantly improve the
soldering environment
and reduce costs. There
are numerous benefits:
firstly, heat will be more
efficiently transferred to
the workpiece, which offers
easy wetting by solder.
When wetting is easy, the
temperature can be lower,
which in turn prevents tip
oxidation. This will prolong
the service life of the tip
and keep costs down in
the long-term.
The size of the tip changes
the contact area with the
workpiece and the contact

area determines how
efficiently heat is transferred
to the workpiece. So, what
size will transfer heat the
most efficiently?
Larger sized tips have a
higher thermal capacity
and will maintain their
temperature better when
working on large contact
areas, however, they
will be too big for many
applications. Smaller tips are
more versatile and easier to
use for numerous different
applications, however,
they will tend to cool down
when presented to a large
contact area.
As a rule of thumb, selecting
a tip with the largest
amount of heat storage at
the appropriate size will
eliminate temperature
reduction of the tip during
soldering and facilitate
operation at a lower
temperature set point.
Potentially, this can reduce
the time taken to produce
a good quality solder joint.
Therefore, select a tip with
the highest heat storage
capacity possible, reducing
the size gradually while
considering conditions such
as narrow pitch.

Tip shape

Now, let's study how to select
a tip with the appropriate

Tips with a cone-like shape
are ideally suited for drag
soldering and pre-tinning of
lead wires. A flat-blade tip is
versatile since it is capable
of soldering by applying
the tip in two ways. An
ultrafine tip is best for
narrow pitches, such as 0603
micro components, or for
repairing high-density PCBs.
Other highlights include the
Quad tip, which is capable
of heating plural pins or lead
wires at once and is used
for rework of SMDs and for
the removal of quad flat
pack components.
With all this choice and more,
one of the most important
things to bear in mind for
effective tip selection, is to
look for a tip with the highest
heat storage capacity for
its size. The difference in
storage heat amount can be
confirmed by the difference
in temperature drop. If the
temperature drop is small,
the set temperature can
be kept lower. This can
help reduce the working
time required for one
soldering operation.

Based on this advice, buying
the right soldering tips can
improve performance, reduce
costs and improve workin-progress.
www.hakko.co.uk
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Select a tip with
the highest heat
storage capacity
possible, reducing
the size gradually
while considering
conditions such as
narrow pitch
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shape. Hakko’s T15 soldering
tips, for example, are
available in 13 different
shapes and in a variety
of sizes, all of which are
compatible with several
Hakko soldering stations.

Call us on 01322 621 700

From PCBs to Full Box Build

www.texceltechnology.com
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An intelligent
choice

Working with a UK-based distributor provides responsive flexibility
with an intelligence-led approach, explains Charcroft’s Debbie Rowland
With the global economy
and markets undergoing
significant upheaval through
Brexit, US trade conflicts and
the recent pandemic, being
a British-based business
increasingly offers benefits.
Take Brexit as an example;
despite being a source of
concern for many within
the industry, British-based
businesses have been able
to respond and adapt to
situations as they develop.
This is partly because they
are not just one small part
of a large global distribution
company. It's likely Brexit will
not have a major effect on the
continued growth of British
companies, or the support
that they offer to customers,
however, the effect on larger,
global businesses remains to
be seen.

An adaptable
service model

Another advantage for a
British-based company is that
by operating on a countrywide scale it is possible to
adapt the service model
quickly in response to the
changing business climate
and individual customers. A
key part of this is the ability
to identify gaps in the market
and to offer solutions.
After the recent allocation
struggles, it is likely that
in 2020 British OEMs and
CEMs will be looking for a
broader level of support. One
answer to this will be the
development of a customerspecific full-service package
delivered from a central
location. These packages

must be designed to address
the needs of each individual
customer and cover specialist
design support, technical
expertise and a dedicated
sales team.
Operating solely from the UK
makes the development of
niche support packages easier
and more responsive. It can
also serve to maintain the
very positive on-time delivery
figures that were achieved
throughout the recent
period of extended lead
times and allocation. This
will be particularly vital as
the industry moves forward
into uncharted post-Brexit
territory.

Focused technical
support

As a fully UK-based business,
Charcroft Electronics uses
an intelligence-led approach
to help customers address
technical and procurement
challenges. This support has
included the addition of a
specialist manufacturing
facility to deliver support
with a more technical focus.
One example of this was
provided to a UK-based
OEM who manufactures
forklift trucks. The OEM
needed a power supply to
charge electronic equipment
on forklift trucks for the
local market. The customer
provided designs for two
types of power supply;
a 5V output device with
micro USB connectivity
and a 12V output version,
based on the MTM PMD50
power supply. A third design
covered an installation-pack

to allow post-build fitment
of the power supplies onto
forklifts of various electrical
architectures.
The designs were converted
into CAD drawings by
Charcroft and, following
approval, samples of each
design were built and
submitted to the customer
for testing and final approval.
This allowed the customer to
develop a bespoke solution
which was suitable for local
markets or specific customers.
Based in the UK’s smallest
town, Llanwrtyd Wells,
Charcroft’s internal teams
have been developed from
within the local community.
This stable and experienced
workforce is vital to enable
effective delivery of the
specialist support needed by
customers operating in harsh
and high-end applications.
www.charcroft.com
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As a fully UK-based
business, Charcroft
Electronics uses
an intelligenceled approach to
help customers
address technical
and procurement
challenges
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Buying crystals: what
to watch out for
Many applications call for a watch crystal that resonates at 32.768kHz but
why this frequency and what do buyers need to consider when looking at
these parts? AEL Crystals provides some answers
Quartz resonators operating
at 32.768kHz were originally
designed for use in quartz
wrist watches and are
used for real time clock
applications where a stamp
is needed in a product.
The specific frequency of
32.768kHz is used as it
is easy to divide using
standard frequency dividers
or binary counters in order
to give a signal with a one
second resolution.
Quartz crystals of this type
commonly use a 'tuning fork'
quartz blank which looks like
a tuning fork. Historically
these parts were offered
in through hole packages
measuring 3.0 by x 8.0mm
and whilst these are still
readily available, watch
crystals are also produced
in many surface mount
packages ranging from 7.0
by 1.5mm to 1.2 by 1.0mm.
In order to supply parts for a
customer’s application there
are several parameters that
AEL Crystals needs to be
aware of in order to offer the
correct part.

Know your specs

As mentioned above, parts
can be supplied in numerous
package styles and sizes,
including both through hole
and surface mount. You'll
also need to consider the
initial stability, which is the
tolerance of the crystal’s
frequency at 25°C defined
in parts per million. The
operating temperature
range, meanwhile, is the
temperature range over
which the crystal is expected
to be able to operate.
Another important factor
is load capacitance. This
relates to the capacitance

that the crystal is subject to
in the circuit. This value is
often specified by a chipset
manufacturer as they will use
the crystal's ability to change
the frequency when this
value is varied. Specifying the
wrong value here can have
a significant effect on the
crystal's frequency in circuit.
Equivalent series resistance
is the impedance or effective
resistance that a part will
present in the circuit. This
parameter has become more
important with requirements
for low power circuits, such
as those that are battery
powered. If the ESR of
the crystal is too high, this
can lead to poor start-up
in the circuit. Note that
the standard ESR value
will usually increase as
the physical package size
reduces. AEL Crystals can
offer parts with lower ESR
in smaller packages, however,
if required.

Is stability an issue?

You may be surprised
to see that stability over
temperature, which is
usually discussed with
crystals, is not in the list
above. This is due to the
specific quartz blank used
by watch crystals. This blank
has a parabolic temperature
stability curve, which is fixed
by the physical design of the
parts. Frequency will always
reduce once temperature is
moved from 25°C and can
lead to significant frequency
changes of over -120ppm for
wider temperature ranges.
AEL Crystals increasingly
receives requests for
32.768kHz parts that offer
a much tighter stability
over temperature than that
available with standard
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watch crystals. Fortunately,
there are numerous options
available to combat this issue.
Quartz based temperature
compensated oscillators at
32.678kHz are available with
stabilities of ±5ppm over
a -40 to 85°C temperature
range in 3.2 by 2.5mm
packages and more recently
MEMS silicon based
oscillators have become
available offering ±3ppm
stability over the same
temperature range but
in a chip scale 1.5 by
0.8mm package.
All these parts are available
from AEL Crystals, along
with in-depth engineering
experience to help customers
achieve a solution that
meets both technical and
commercial requirements
and will work reliably right
from the start of the project.
www.aelcrystals.co.uk
Watch crystals commonly use a 'tuning fork'
quartz blank
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If the ESR of the
crystal is too high,
this can lead to
poor start-up in
the circuit
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Solving your
quartz queries
Clocking specialist, Petermann-Technik, offers a host
of frequency products, many designed to solve specific
challenges such as demand for rapid start up or an
ability to withstand ultrasonic frequencies
True to this innovative ethos,
Petermann-Technik claims
to be the first to present an
SMD quartz in a miniaturised
ceramic housing that is specially
developed to handle ultrasonicbased welding and cleaning
frequencies.
Housed in a popular 3.2 by
2.5mm, four-pad package, the
new SMD03025/4US series
features a quartz resonator
with a special fixed ultrasonic
limit designed for ultrasonic
frequencies of 15, 20, 35 and
40kHz.
The SMD03025/4US, available
with a frequency range of 12
to 40MHz, can be shipped
with frequency tolerances
starting at ±10 ppm at 25°C
and with temperature stabilities
beginning at ±10 ppm beyond
the temperature range of -20
to 70°C. Beyond the industrial
temperature range of -40 to
85°C, the closest temperature
stability is ±15ppm.
Thanks to its affordable price,
this ultrasonic-resistant allrounder can be used in any
application that demands
an inexpensive SMD quartz
with excellent parameters
and outstanding durability,
such as in the automotive,
medical, embedded,
industrial, commercial, WiFi, wireless, consumer and
telecommunications sectors.

Fast start solutions

In another innovation from
Petermann-Technik, the
company has introduced SMD
quartz crystals with extremely
low resistance for rapid and
reliable oscillation start-up.

This miniature SMD quartz can
handle ultrasonic-based welding
and cleaning frequencies

The devices meet demand for
SMD quartz crystals in smaller
housings, which traditionally
have a higher resistance in
comparison with SMD quartz
crystals of the same frequency
in larger housings. Owing to this
higher resistance, devices can
oscillate more slowly and less
stably in the oscillator stage.

Precision timing
from Golledge
Frequency control for today’s
connected world.
CALL +44 1460 256 100

30 years of providing the
best frequency control
solutions tailored to
your needs.

Challenging this status quo,
Petermann-Technik's low ESR
quartz crystals with a standard
frequency of 32MHz typically
have an equivalent series
resistance of six ohm for the
SMD03025/4 series or 15 ohm
for the SMD02016/4 series.
For use in radio applications,
these 32MHz low ESR quartz
crystals enable an extremely
rapid and reliable oscillation
performance, meaning that
radio applications can transmit
optimally and with good energy
efficiency, within the specified
duty cycles.
Both series can be delivered
with a frequency tolerance
of less than ±10ppm at 25°C
and temperature stabilities
of ±10ppm at -20 to 70°C,
±15ppm at -40 to 85°C,
±30ppm at -40 to 105°C, or
±50ppm at -40 to 125°C.
www.petermann-technik.de

PRODUCT FOCUS

ULTRA-MINIATURE

Speak to us today about our range of ultra-miniature
components including tiny crystals and oscillators with
super-low supply voltage options.

GSX-113

GXO-3201

1210 form factor
crystal with
excellent stability

Ultra-miniature oscillator
with exceptionally
low supply voltage

Ultra-miniature
1.2 x 1.0 x 0.3mm crystal

Exceptionally low supply voltage
options from 0.9V

Available in fundamental mode
up to 80MHz

Ultra-miniature package measuring
just 2.5 x 2.0 x 0.9mm

Low ESR characteristics for
latest generation ASIC compatibility

Excellent period
and phase jitter performance

Ideal for wearable, tracking
and airborne applications

Fast start up time

Cost effective for size-sensitive,
high volume applications

Competitive pricing for
high volume production

www.golledge.com
+44 1460 256 100
sales@golledge.com
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What to consider
when sourcing
smaller crystals

Understanding the constraints of miniature quartz crystal components can
help purchasers to balance price and specification needs, says Golledge
Increasingly, product designs
call for smaller and smaller
quartz crystals. Since the
early 1980s quartz crystals
have reduced in package
volume by an astonishing
99.5 per cent and today, for
the most miniature designs,
a crystal package of just
0.46mm³ is possible. There
are multiple challenges
posed by this reduction in
size and it can be helpful to
be aware of the engineering
constraints when sourcing
smaller quartz crystals.

The engineer’s
perspective

Designing in a cutting-edge
ultra-miniature crystal is
no small task. Reducing the
size of a quartz crystal can
cause a host of unwanted
effects such as reduced
motional capacitance and
trim sensitivity due to
reduced electrode size,
higher motional resistance
due to a reduced active area
of the crystal, drive level
dependency of the resonant
frequency, and increased
minimum frequency.
Combatting many of these
effects requires careful circuit

design and depends on strict
crystal product specifications.

The purchaser’s
challenge

Ultimately, the purchaser’s
challenge is very different
to that of the engineer
when sourcing tiny crystals.
Purchasers must balance
three core, oftentimes
competing, aspects. These
include the need to meet
strict product specifications
and ensure supplier quality
whilst achieving the lowest
price possible.
In addition to inflexible
product specification
demands, there can often
be price implications
of specifying the latest
generation of quartz
crystals. Due to the cuttingedge nature of some
ultra-miniature frequency
components a purchaser
will also want to be assured
of their supplier’s quality
credentials.
So, what can a purchaser
do to meet the challenge
presented by sourcing ultraminiature quartz crystals?

Specification
versus costs

Pricing structures within
the quartz crystal market
tend to depend on how
well developed a product
package is, with three loose
categories: newly-developed
products, well-established
products around five to 15
year old, and those products
over 15 years old that are
no longer recommended
for new designs. Whilst it is
easy to assume that newly
developed products will be
the most expensive, there can
also be cost impacts when
purchasing products which
are no longer recommended
for new designs.
Well-established lines with
few custom specifications tend
to be the most cost-effective,
however, thanks to advances
in manufacturing technology,
some newly developed
products can beat price
structures of well-established
products. It is always worth
asking suppliers for alternative
lower-cost crystals that
are close to the required
specifications in case your
designers can work with these.

There are some challenges that only an
experienced frequency control supplier can
overcome

Finally, knowing the largest
purchase quantity available
will help to stave off some of
the price risk when sourcing
ultra-miniature quartz
crystals. Where possible
always let your supplier know
your usage forecasts.
www.golledge.com
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APPLICATIONS
Industrial Camera Systems
Remote Metering
Fire Security
Data Transmission Systems
Complex Audio Systems
Automotive • Radio Pagers
Aero Engine Monitoring
Military Vehicles
Naval Systems
Space Applications
Oil & Gas
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Why EV
infrastructure
is set to soar

Changes to the UK tax system are set to make EVs more attractive than ever before. It's good
news for fleet managers, but also for charging infrastructure growth, which is set to keep
buyers busy in 2020. Technical and specifications manager at Replenishh, Jim Rugg, explains
As someone who drives a
company electric vehicle, I am
very much looking forward
to 2020. Not only because I
know how quickly EV charging
infrastructure will grow in the
UK this year, and how much I
will continue to save on charging
my car as opposed to filling up
on petrol or diesel with all the
associated price fluctuations.
It is also because from April
I will be paying zero benefits
in kind tax.
If you have ever driven a
company or fleet car you will
know what BIK tax is, and
how much difference it could
make to the cost-effectiveness
of a vehicle. As a company
car is considered a perk to an
employee, it is eligible for tax.
This is calculated as a percentage
of the vehicle’s list price and its
CO2 emissions. Until recently
this figure stood at 16 per cent
for electric vehicles, which on
an average fleet or company
car could still amount to over
£1,000 per year.

EV tax cuts

Last summer, however, HMRC
took the decision to reduce the
BIK tax rate to zero per cent
from 6 April this year.
This is not just a short-term
gimmick as the government also
announced that the rate of BIK
will stay low for the foreseeable
future. It will only rise by one
per cent for each of the next
two years so will be two per
cent by 2022 or 23.
I drive a BMW i3, and as you
can see, from 2019 to 22, I
will be saving £4,745 in road
tax and BIK tax compared to
someone driving a BMW 3 series.

These rates apply to all EVs
registered after 6 April 2020,
including those vehicles with
CO2 emissions of between
one and 50g/km and a range
of over 130 miles. For EVs
registered before 6 April 2020
there is a different rateable
scale, but pure EVs with zero
CO2 emissions still qualify for
the zero rate this year and the
low rates in 2021 and 2022.
If you are a company car owner
like me this is very good news,
but what does it mean for
fleet managers?

the EV revolution; to have your
drivers arrive at clients’ premises
in their environmentally clean
vehicles, perhaps even asking
where they can charge up?
How do fleet managers make the
switch to EV? As the technical
and specifications manager at
Replenishh, I can help any fleet
manager or consultant make
the switch to EV as Replenishh
offers a range of EV charging
installation services.
www.replenishh.com

Incentivising fleet
managers

Fleet managers are bound to
have their employees queuing up
requesting a switch to Evs, but
aren’t they a lot more expensive?
Well, at the moment broadly
they are, but as company cars
account for 44 per cent of all
new EV registrations in Europe,
they represent a huge factor
in the drive to reduce the UK’s
emissions to net zero by 2050.
They will inevitably come down
in price.
When it comes to running costs,
there is no comparison. EV’s
cost around four pence per mile
to charge, compared to around
eight to nine pence for petrol
and 10 to 12p for diesel. With
fewer engine and moving parts,
the maintenance costs of an EV
are significantly lower. Start-up
subsidies such as the Plug in Car
Grant, which removes £3,500
from the list price of a qualifying
EV and up to £8,000 for a van,
add a further incentive.

Designing and manufacturing electronics for over 30 years

Working with Customers to create history
Jaltek is a leading electronics technology solutions
provider, based in the UK, offering a comprehensive
range of manufacturing services tailored to meet our
customer’s highly diversified business requirements.
We offer a tool box of solutions which can either be
utilised as a fully integrated solution or a single service.
From conceptual design, PCB layout and NPI, through
manufacturing and test of PCBA’s, to final product
realisation, Jaltek supports products through-out their
complete lifecycle.

•
•
•
•

3 SMT lines
Dedicated NPI Line
PCB Layout
Selective Solder & Manual Assembly
IPC-A-610 Class 3 workmanship
standard
• Cable Assembly
• Conformal Coating
• Pressfit
• Extensive test suite
• X-ray
• State-of-the-art 3D inspection
• Box-build & High Level Assembly
• System Integration

Jaltek Systems

as
cs

aerospace
sector
certification
scheme

FM 45145

www.jaltek.com

MD 549277

Unit 13 Dencora Way
Sundon Park
Luton
Bedfordshire
LU3 3HP
+44 (0)1582 578170

info@jaltek.com

Then there are the PR benefits
of running an electric fleet to
consider. What could be better
than to be at the forefront of
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET WATCH

Buyers can expect stable
prices and steady lead times
for power management ICs
Demand and revenue for power management ICs declined last year, but the
PMIC market will bounce back in 2020 as sales grow 7 per cent
James Carbone
The worldwide power
management integrated circuit
(PMIC) market will return to
growth in 2020 after declining
about 4.5 per cent last year
because of weaker demand, high
inventory levels and lower prices.
Last year, power management
IC revenue declined to $13.6
billion from $14.3 billion in 2018,
according to Semico Research.
“There was lower demand in
2019. PMIC unit shipments fell
from 69 billion in 2018 to 60.6
billion units in 2019,” said Jim
Feldhan, Semico president. Some
of the decline was due to high
inventory levels and some of it
was “just because of weakness in
the overall market,” he said. While
the PMIC market declined in
2019, it did not fall as much
as the overall semiconductor
market which decreased about
12 per cent.

One reason the power
management IC market declined
last year was smart phone
shipments fell 2.3 per cent in
2019, according to researcher IDC.
Mobile phones are a big driver of
PMIC demand. Automotive is also
a driver of PMICs and worldwide
vehicle sales fell about 4 per cent,
according Fitch Ratings, a credit
ratings agency.
“We had a bit of decline in
PMICs in automotive,” said Kevin
Anderson, senior analyst, power
semiconductors for researcher
IHS Markit. Automotive PMIC
business declined about 5 per
cent in 2019, he said. While
electronics content, including
power management ICs, in
automobiles is increasing,
“vehicles sales were down
enough to offset the growth
in electronics content,”
said Anderson.

With weaker PMIC demand,
inventory levels grew. “In Q3 and
Q4 of 2018 there was a buildup
of inventory, especially with some
OEMs in China,” said Anderson.
Inventory continued to build into
2019 and there was a continued
decline in demand in the first half
of the year.

Normal lead times reached

However, by early 2020 high
levels of inventory “dissipated
and now are down to normal
levels. Lead times are normal,”
said Anderson. “Factory utilization
is somewhere in the mid-80s in
general so the industry is poised
to handle an upturn,” if it occurs
in 2020, he said.
In fact, many industry analysts
forecast that PMIC demand
will increase in 2020. Power
management IC revenue will
grow about 7 per cent in 2020 to

$14.6 billion and will outperform
the overall semiconductor market,
according to Feldhan.
“Supply should be in balance
in 2020 and that is one reason
why our forecast is looking at
about 7 per cent growth,” he said.
With high inventory levels being
worked off, supply and demand
are in balance. “We are starting
to see some customers restock,”
said Feldhan.
The good news for buyers is that
while PMIC demand will increase,
prices will remain stable in 2020
after declining last year. Demand
will rise across the board. PMICs
are used in everything from
cell phones and other portable
electronics equipment to
automobiles, including electric
and hybrid vehicles, as well as
industrial equipment and defense
and aerospace systems.

By the Numbers
4.5%

60.6 billion

The rate of decline for the worldwide power management IC
market in 2019. Source: Semico

The number of power management ICs that shipped in 2019.
Source: Semico

$13.6 billion

5%

The size of the power management IC market in 2019
Source: Semico

The rate that the automotive PMIC market declined in 2019.
Source: IHS Markit

7%

$14.6 billion

The forecasted growth rate of global power management
IC revenue in 2020 Source: Semico

The forecasted size of the worldwide power management
IC market in 2020. Source: Semico.
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management ICs and switching
and linear regulators as mobile
phone users upgrade to 5G
handsets. However, that may not
occur until the second half of the
year, according to Anderson.

Switching regulators are the
largest PMIC category, said
Feldhan. “You find those in just
about everything,” he said. “They
are used in most equipment for
switching power off and on. Last
year switching regulator revenue
totaled $5.6 billion, while total
PMIC market was $13.6 billion.

5G automotive will
drive demand

About 21 billion switching
regulator units shipped in 2019,
compared to 60.6 billion total
PMICs that shipped. Switching
regulators have higher average
prices than most PMICs.
The average price for power
management integrated circuit
was 20.7 cents but switching
regulator ASP is about 30.6 cents,
said Feldhan. The second largest
PMIC category is linear regulators
which cost on average about 9.1
cents per device.
Battery charging management ICs
have the highest ASP at about 35
cents. Last year about 6.2 billion
battery charging management
ICs shipped and revenue totaled
about $2.2 billion, said Feldhan.
In 2020, mobile phones will help
drive demand for battery charging

Prasanna Obala Bhuvanesh,
product line marketing manager
for Microchip’s analog power and
interface business unit, said key
growth segments for PMICs this
year and beyond will be 5G and
automotive, particularly, powering
at the “edge” for enhancing both
smart and secure features of all
connected consumer, industrial
and automotive applications.
These could range from IoT to
Industry 4.0 to V2X, he said.
In fact, automotive will drive
PMIC demand for five years, said
Anderson. More power ICs will be
needed for the advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) and
infotainment systems, he said.
Ali Husain, senior manager,
corporate strategy and marketing
for ON Semiconductor, said
that autonomous driving will
also increase demand for
PMICs. “Automotive PMICs,
especially for image sensors and
other subsystems involved in
autonomous driving, will be a very
important growth area for PMICs
in the next several years,” he said.

PMIC shipments
move upward
(unit shipments billions)
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Smart phones, automobiles and portable
electronics equipment will need more power
management ICs over the next three years.
Source: IC Insights

The worldwide power management integrated circuit
market will rise through 2023 driven by multiple end
customer segments. Source: IC Insights

Power management IC
market to post steady growth
($ billions worldwide)

Power management ICs include
AC/DC converters, linear and
switching regulators, voltage
references, rectifiers, thyristors
and battery charging and
management chips.
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Feldhan said that electric
vehicles will also help drive
the PMIC usage as electric car
makers switch from silicon-based
chips to silicon carbide (SiC)
semiconductors.

watches and fitness devices, as
well as smart speakers, home
automation applications said
Anderson. He added industrial
IoT is going to help drive growth
as well.

Feldhan said the trend towards
silicon carbide chips by EV
manufacturers such as Tesla will
result in greater need for power
management ICs. SiC MOSFETs
and IGBTs are being used in
some EVs instead of silicon ICs
because SiC chips can handle
voltages up to 1200V and can
operate more efficiently at high
temperatures. They also have
greater energy efficiency than
silicon semiconductors.

Other markets that are expected
to grow in 2020 and could drive
PMIC demand include data
centers and edge computing,
according to Bhuvanesh. “If any
or all these markets grow as
anticipated, then demand for
power management ICs will
grow as well. If one or more of
these markets were to grow very
rapidly, then it could possibly
strain supply and potentially push
out lead times throughout the
industry,” he said.

Those characteristics make
SiC semiconductors ideal for
applications such as on-board
chargers and inverters used
within plug-in hybrid and full
electric vehicles (EVs). Use of
SIC semiconductors in such
applications require more
sophisticated power management
and require more PMICs.
“SiC is certainly a growing area
that needs more sophisticated
electronics and that will certainly
help the power management ICs
segment as well,” said Feldhan.
Consumer electronics will also be
a driver for PMICs. “We are talking
about things like wearable
electronics” such as smart

Pre-register now and ﬁnd out more at
www.electronic-component-show.co.uk

With edge computing,
computation and data storage is
done closer to the devices where
data is being gathered rather
than a central location. This
reduces latency and companies
can reduce cost by having
processing done locally and not
in the cloud.
Ali said the “trend of increasing
electric power, intelligence and
connectivity in all industries
will increase demand for PMICs
steadily through the next decade.”
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Electronics supply
base consolidation
is changing

More mergers and acquisitions are occurring because suppliers want to add products
or technologies that they don’t currently have to reach out to new customer segments

L

ast November,
many electronics
component buyers
were troubled
by the news that passives
powerhouse Yageo would
acquire Kemet, another
leading manufacturer of
resistors, capacitors and
other components.
The planned acquisition,
which is expected to close
later in 2020, would be good
news for Yageo because it
would make the company a
$3 billion per year passives
behemoth. However, it
appears to be bad news for
passive component buyers,
who would have one less
supplier to choose from
which would mean less
competition and potentially
higher prices.
Some buyers fear it could
also mean more component
obsolescence because if
consolidating companies have
over lapping product lines,
one of the lines will likely
be eliminated.
Buyers are concerned the
Yageo-Kemet merger will cut
down on parts availability
because there could be less
investment in new capacity
by the consolidated company.
They point out that while
component manufacturers
added capacity in 2016 it was
not enough to meet demand
in 2017 and 2018 which
resulted un shortages of
multilayer ceramic capacitors
(MLCCs), chip resistors,
power semiconductors and
other discretes.
If investment in new capacity
is not increased by Yageo
and other component

manufacturers, another
round of shortages of
capacitors, resistors and
discretes is likely because
component demand will
increase over the next
several years. They point
out major trends such as
such as development of
more Internet of Things
devices, continued growth
of wireless technologies
going into vehicles, industrial
equipment, autonomous
electric and hybrid vehicles
and strong growth of
cloud computing will drive
component demand to
new heights.
Yageo said the acquisition
will make would make the
company a one-stop shop
that provides buyers with
a wider choice of polymer,
tantalum, ceramic, film and
electrolytic capacitors, chip
resistors, sensors, actuators
and other components. The
combined company would be
better able to partner with
long-standing customers
worldwide through its
combined 42 manufacturing
plants and 14 research and
development centers.
Industry analysts say Yageo’s
planned acquisition of Kemet
is a recent example of the
type of consolidation that
has traditionally occurred
in the electronics supply
base over the years i.e. one
supplier acquiring another
to boost overall revenue,
eliminate a competitor, and
reduce cost by consolidating
operations. Other examples
in recent years include
ON Semiconductor buying
Fairchild, Infineon acquiring
International Rectifier and
Microchip buying Microsemi.
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Such acquisitions occurred
frequently over the past
10 years.
However, in recent
years, more mergers and
acquisitions are occurring
because one supplier
wants to add products or
technologies that it currently
it does not have and to
branch out to customer
segments it does not serve.
“In the M&A activity we
have seen recently, one
company acquires another
company although the
two companies don’t have
product overlap,” said Kevin
Anderson, senior analyst,
power semiconductors for
researcher IHS Markit.
“They do it for reasons of
diversifying their customer
base or their market space.
A good example is Infineon
is in the process of buying
Cypress,” he said. Cypress
has a differentiated portfolio
of microcontrollers as well
as software and connectivity
components while Infineon
products include power
semiconductors, sensors and
security solutions. “Those
two companies basically
have zero overlap in the
markets that they serve,”
said Anderson.
There have been many other
mergers involving companies
that don’t have overlapping
product lines. For instance,
in 2015, the microprocessor
market leader Intel acquired
Altera, which builds field
programmable gate arrays,
semiconductors that Intel
did not previously make.
In 2019 there were seven
major mergers and many of
them involved companies
that looked to expand their
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product portfolios and reach
new markets. For instance,
graphics processor maker
Nvidia bought Mellanox
which makes adapters,
switches and cables for high
performance computers,
while ON Semiconductor
acquired Wi-Fi solutions
supplier Quantanna
Communications.
In some recent mergers and
acquisitions, one company
will buy a product division
of another company, not the
whole company. “A good
example of that is NXP
buying the Bluetooth radio
business of Marvell,” said
Anderson. “We’re seeing
those kinds of transactions.”

A sharper focus

Rob Lineback, senior market
analyst for researcher
IC Insights said some
consolidation is due to
companies wanting to
“sharpen their focus on
growth market applications,
like the Internet of Things
or machine-learning and
artificial intelligence.”
In some cases, the acquiring
company starts a whole new
company with the division
that it acquired. One example
is NXP selling its standard
products group for $2.75
billion to Chinese investment
companies which then
used the group to create
Nexperia in the Netherlands.
Nexperia now is selling more
power transistors than it was
when the operation was part
of NXP, said Lineback.
In other cases, consolidation
may occur because a
semiconductor company just
wants to get out the chip
business. A recent example
is Panasonic. Last November,
Panasonic announced it was
quitting the semiconductor
business and selling its assets
including the company’s chip
and product development
units and its manufacturing
facilities to Nuvoton
Technology, a subsidiary of
Winbond Electronics, based
in Taiwan for $250 million.
In fact, Panasonic has been
divesting its semiconductor

business for years. In 2014,
it sold a 51 per cent stake
in its chip manufacturing
assets including a 300mm
fab and two 200mm fabs to
TowerJazz. UTAC bought
its assembly/test facilities.
It also sold its diode and
transistor business to Rohm
Semiconductor last year.
Anderson says that
consolidation has probably
resulted in less competition
in some product areas.
However, he notes that
20 years ago there were
probably 15 or more
memory IC manufacturers
and now there are five,
but there’s still healthy
competition and the remain
five have aggressively
invested in new technology
and capacity.

by James Carbone

The risk of counterfeit parts
is also reduced. During times
of shortages, incidences of
buyers purchasing counterfeit
parts increases because
counterfeiters will flood the
market with bogus parts.
While the industry may be
mature and there are now
fewer suppliers of memory
chips, power transistors and
other components than there
were 20 years ago, it does
not mean that consolidation
is over. In 2019, there were
more than 30 semiconductor
acquisition agreements
with a combined value of
$31.7 billion, a 22 per cent
increase from $25.9 billion
in 2018, according to IC
Insights. In addition, seven
of the acquisition agreements
totaled $1 billion or more.

Less volatility

The average annual value
of semiconductor industry
mergers between 2015 and
2019 was more than 4x the
average from 2010-2014.
Prior to 2015, total value of
acquisitions in a year were
less than $17 billion. From
2015-2019, total value of
acquisitions was more than
$25 billion annually and
that trend may continue for
several more years, IC
Insights said.

If there are 15 companies
“chasing the same business
versus five,” it leads to
oversupply. Those suppliers
compete by overproducing
and lowering prices to gain
market share. However,
when demand eases, revenue
for chipmakers plummets.
Chipmakers scale back on
capital expenditures and
when demand recovers,
shortages result. Now with
fewer suppliers “the market
is more mature and there
is more discipline“ and less
volatility in the industry,
he said.

Many of the agreements
involved companies that are
developing or producing
chips for high-growth
products involving machinelearning and artificial
intelligence, autonomous
vehicles, human recognition,
computer vision, virtual/
augmented reality, and highspeed wireless connections to
the Internet of Things,
said Lineback.

In fact, consolidation has
had a positive impact on
the semiconductor industry,
according to some industry
analysts. “If you look 20 years
ago, the boom/bust cycles of
semiconductors were more
extreme than they are today.
We still have peaks and
valleys, but they aren’t as
severe,” said Anderson.
That is due in part
to consolidation.

Less volatility is good for
electronics purchasers
because it can reduce the
frequency of shortages and
the duration, so buyers don’t
have to scramble on the open
market to find parts and pay
higher prices for them.

The value of the acquisitions
in 2019 was the third highest
in semiconductor industry
history. The record was set in
2015 when chip companies
spent $100.7 billion on
mergers and acquisitions. The
second highest was $59.8
billion in 2016, according to
IC Insights.

No records expected

However, it is unlikely there
will be a new record amount
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of dollars spent for acquisitions
over the next several years
because “the low hanging fruit
with M&A has been plucked
and companies that remain
tend to be in better shape and
more difficult to pick up because
another supplier would have to
pay a pretty high premium. It’s
hard to find real bargains
out there,” said Lineback.
Smaller acquisitions are
likely such as Diodes Inc., a
manufacturer of discretes, logic,
and other chips, acquiring LiteOn Semiconductor of Taiwan
for $425 million. The company
also manufactures discretes and
analog semiconductors. The
deal is expected to close April.
Buyers concerned that there are
fewer choices in the supply base
and less competition may take
heart in fact that there are new
semiconductor companies being
formed and venture capitalists
are looking to invest in new
chip companies, according to
industry analysts.
For instance, China is trying
to “bootstrap their local
semiconductor business.
There are a bunch of startup
companies, although they are
small,” said Lineback.
More venture capitalists are
also looking to invest in new
semiconductor companies,
according to Anderson. That is a
change. “Over the last three or
four years, you could not get a
VC interested. But now VCs are
looking at investing. The whole
artificial intelligence thing is
really driving a lot of that,”
he said.
The Internet of Things is also
driving venture capitalist
interest. “There is a lot of VC
development interest on
the sensors side,” according
to Anderson.

Assess the risk

Analysts say while mergers
and acquisitions can pose
challenges for buyers, further
consolidation is inevitable and
buyers need to assess which
of their suppliers are at risk of
being acquired and determine
what the impact would be.
For instance, a purchaser
that has placed a relatively
large amount of business with
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a smaller supplier may be
important to that supplier. The
supplier may offer discounts
and be more responsive to
special requests and offer
better customer service. If that
supplier is acquired by a larger
company, the buyer’s company
may not receive discounts and
responsiveness from the
larger supplier.
Assessing the vulnerability of a
supplier to acquisition may be
especially important for buyers
purchasing more mature parts
that have a limited supply base.
If a supplier for such parts
is acquired by another, the
acquiring company may decide
to discontinue producing the
older parts because demand
for them is limited and
margins are low.
A buyer may need to qualify new
suppliers for older parts or do a
lifetime buy, find substitute parts
and work with the company’s
engineers to change a product
design to use more readily
available components.

“”

Smaller
acquisitions are
likely such as
Diodes Inc., a
manufacturer
of discretes,
logic, and other
chips, acquiring
Lite-On
Semiconductor
of Taiwan for
$425 million
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Arduino advice: motor
selection made simple
An Arduino platform can facilitate cost-effective implementation of new ideas. In many
applications you will need to connect an electric motor to this platform. TME explains
what factors to consider for the most popular set ups
Implementing electric motors
into modules and controlling
them via Arduino opens up
numerous possibilities. The
main purpose of connecting
motors is to move module
components, build vehicles,
and even create robots.
Arduino lets you control
both the motor shaft rotation
direction and its rotational
speed.
There are many ways of
connecting a small electric
motor to an Arduino
platform, the easiest and
most popular being to
connect it via an H bridge
or transistors. Connecting
a programming platform
directly to a motor, however,
not only creates a risk of
interference that can damage
the Arduino platform’s
external port or the entire
board, but also reduces your
control capabilities of that
module to a minimum.
Arduino platforms can supply
current of approximately
20mA via all their external
ports, while all electric
motors—even the smallest
ones on the market—
require currents from ten
times to one thousand times
stronger than that in order
to function properly. That’s
why it is vital to connect
each electric motor to an
Arduino platform indirectly,
via an appropriate driver
that will regulate the current
transferred to that motor.

Which motor to choose?

The Arduino programming
platform is compatible with
all low power electric motors.
You can therefore connect
the following: brushless
DC electric motors with
commutators; brushed DC
motors; vibration motors that
generate vibrations with shaft
movement; stepper motors

that ensure precise control
with shaft pulses; EDF
drives, combining fans and
motors in a single housing;
linear actuators that enable
linear movement; servo
motors and small vacuum
and water pumps.
When choosing an electric
motor for your Arduino
platform, the parameters
you should pay attention
to depend on the type of
actuating module. Among
the most important are: the
supply current required to
properly power the engine;
the rated voltage that your
module will use to operate;
the torque, which determines
power; rotational speed,
which determines the speed
of shaft rotations; the mass
and size.

How to connect an
electric motor?

Once you are familiar with
the types of motors that
can be connected to an
Arduino platform and you
know which parameters are
important when choosing
them, you can proceed to
connecting a motor. Standard
brushed DC motors, vibration
motors, and servo motors
are the easiest to connect.
Connecting linear actuators,
stepper motors, and pumps
is slightly more difficult.

Connecting via
a transistor

Brushed DC motors and
vibration motors are the
simplest, most common, and
easiest to connect. Typically,
you should connect one to
five amp motors that operate
with a voltage of five to nine
volts; more powerful motors
require special drivers.

H bridge. The first connection
method only lets you control
the shaft rotational speed,
while the bridge method
lets you control both
the rotational speed
and direction.

Connecting a motor to your Arduino
platform enables you to move module
components, build vehicles, and even
create robots

Connecting a brushed DC
motor and a vibration motor
via a transistor is very
simple and requires only
three components: a current
limiting resistor, a rectifying
diode, and a transistor.

Connecting via H bridge

Connecting via an H bridge
lets you control both the
rotational speed and direction
of your motor’s shaft. While
it is usually unnecessary to
control the shaft rotational
direction of vibration motors,
the ability to fully control the
shaft of a brushed DC motor
is often a key function in any
module. What's more, you
can also use an H bridge to
connect a linear actuator, as
long as its design is based on
a DC motor.
You can make H bridges
by combining several
transistors or simply
purchase them. Their main
purpose is receiving the
signal sent by Arduino and
transforming its parameters
at the bridge's output.
If you want to connect
a brushed DC motor, a
vibration motor, or a linear
motor, you will need the
following components: a
limiting resistor, a switch,
and an H bridge circuit.

Brushed DC motors and vibration
motors are the simplest, most common,
and easiest to connect

www.tme.com

Brushed DC motors and
vibration motors can be
connected via transistor or
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Cable & Wiring products

One source for industrial
Ethernet solutions
TE Connectivity now offers M12 data cable assemblies
that support Ethernet protocols as part of its package of
industrial Ethernet and fieldbus solutions. This makes it a
one-stop shop for M8/M12 cable assemblies for industrial
Ethernet communications.
Product manager, Sofia Sevastidou, said: “In the current
era of the industrial internet of things, manufacturing
productivity depends on data communication and
automation systems. This whole process is based on the
ability to capture, transmit and process large amounts of
data, with communication between devices and across
networks, as well as among functional layers in multiple
manufacturing operations, utility providers and consumers.
TE’s M12 cable assemblies will play an important role in
bringing the IIoT to life.”
Users of the new TE M12 industrial Ethernet cable
assemblies can choose from a range of features. Jacketing,
for example, is in PVC, or halogen-free PUR or other flame
retardant, non-corrosive materials. Depending on the
material, assemblies can withstand up to one million flexes,
machine oils, abrasion and UV radiation. A full-metal housing
with crimp flange/crimp sleeve provides 360deg shielding.
Assemblies are available with several standard cable length
options from 0.5 through to 30m.

Wired for automotive success
UK manufacturer of cable looms and harnesses, Convert,
has secured certification to the IATF 16949:2016 automotive
quality management standard. This global technical
specification and quality management standard replaces
ISO/TS 16949, bringing together standards from across
Europe and the USA. It outlines everything a company needs
to know about achieving best practice when designing,
developing, manufacturing, installing or servicing automotive
products. Compliance is mandatory for all original equipment
manufacturers and suppliers in the automotive
industry worldwide.

Sevastidou concluded: “TE M12 Ethernet cable assemblies
deliver the speed, reliability and ruggedness that smart
factories demand. With the high cost of downtime in
industrial applications, it pays to invest in cable assemblies
that provide reliable high performance.”

Managing director of the Kent-based electrical engineering
company, Dave Lord, said: “This certification gives
us the opportunity to become a Tier 1 Automotive
Supplier. Delivering high quality products and exceeding
customer satisfaction requirements is a top priority for
us. Achieving the IATF 16949:2016 standard is critical for our
on-going business development, delivering quality products
and continuous improvement.”

www.te.com

www.convertltd.co.uk
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What's new

Keep your cool with
non-flammable displays
Display Technology’s sister company, Distec, has released a
new range of monitors fitted with sheet steel housing and
fire protection glass. The BLO series monitors are certified
to DIN EN 13501-1 safety standards and come in sizes 24 to
65in with a touchscreen option.
To meet the DIN EN 15301-1 safety standard, the product
was tested through European fire testing service, Euroclass.
The monitor was exposed to open fire for 30 minutes and
the flue gas emission was measured.
The monitors were rated highly for protection against
flammability as well as smoke and flaming droplets. BLO
monitors can also be fitted with an optional fire extinguisher
built in the monitor’s chassis. Once the exterior of the
capsule reaches a certain temperature it releases a specially
designed fluid to extinguish any fire that has reached the
interior of the monitor.
These fire load and flue gas optimised monitors are
suitable for public areas where information and guidance
are required such as an information kiosks or fire drills for
building evacuations.
www.displaytechnology.co.uk

USB Type-C connectors in stock
Stewart Connector, a Bel group company, has added to its
USB connector offering with new USB Type-C right angle
receptacles designed to meet increasing demand for
economic solutions where space and faster data rates
are a premium.
Stewart Connector offers two USB Type-C receptacles with
different PCB thickness options. Both options include both
surface mount and through hole signal pins.
Designed to support data speeds up to 10Gbps for USB
3.1 Gen 2, Stewart’s USB Type-C connectors feature plug/
play capability for hot insertion/ejection under load. The
connectors are rated to withstand a peak current of 1.5A
per contact.
These small form factor, robust and reliable USB connectors
are ideal in internet of things devices, laptops and other
consumer products.
www.belfuse.com
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FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

300

N/A

£0

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,000

N/A

£0

58%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS/TDK

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,000

N/A

£0

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Littelfuse

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

35,000

N/A

£0

67%

50

1,500+

Y

NLT Technologies Ltd

Review Display System Ltd

Y

All

N/A

£0

N/A

6

25

Y

Bud

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,500

N/A

£0

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Hammond

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

12,500

N/A

£0

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Franchised
Distributor

Manufacturer

Website

No. of Lines for
Principle

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

CABLE ASSEMBLY & HARNESSING

CIRCUIT PROTECTION

DISPLAYS & LEDs
01959 563345

www.review-displays.co.uk

ENCLOSURES

Hammond

Switch Electronics

01482 862255

switchelectronics.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

70%

2

6

Y

Metcase Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.metcase.co.uk

N

288

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

OKW Enclosures Ltd

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.okw.co.uk

N

1,955

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Rolec Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.rolec-enclosures.co.uk

Y

935

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Teko Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.teko.co.uk

Y

1,860

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

ABRACON

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,000

N/A

£0

91%

50

1,500+

Y

AEL Crystals Ltd

AEL Crystals Ltd

01293 789200

www.aelcrystals.co.uk

N

N/A

£200,000

£50

100%

3

15

Y

ECS

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Epson

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Geyer Quartz Technology

Geyer Electronic UK Ltd

01794 329341

www.geyer-electronic.com

N

N/A

N/A

£0

100%

6

50+

Y

Golledge Electronics Ltd

Golledge Electronics Ltd

01460 256 100

www.golledge.com

N

N/A

£800,000

£0

100%

3

24

Y

Jauch Quartz

Digi-Key Electronics

0800 587 0991

www.digikey.co.uk

Y

500

£250,000

0

100

15

130

Y

Aavid

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

67%

50

1,500+

Y
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Altera

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,600

N/A

£0

60.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

9,500

N/A

£0

83.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Atmel

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,700

N/A

£0

58.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

84.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Broadcom

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Cirrus Logic

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

300

N/A

£0

80.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Cypress Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,400

N/A

£0

63.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Diodes Incorporated

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,600

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Exar

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,100

N/A

£0

95.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Fairchild Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,500

N/A

£0

90.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,500

N/A

£0

42.00%

50

1,500+

Y

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

97%

50

1,500+

Y

IDT (Integrated Device Technology)

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,100

N/A

£0

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Infineon

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

800

N/A

£0

66.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

78%

50

1,500+

Y

International Rectifier

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

600

N/A

£0

87.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Intersil

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,900

N/A

£0

50.00%

50

1,500+

Y

ISSI

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

98.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Lattice

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

11,200

N/A

£0

67.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

12,600

N/A

£0

91.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Microsemi

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

90%

50

1,500+

Y

Monolithic Power Systems (MPS)

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

600

N/A

£0

40%

50

1,500+

Y

NXP

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,900

N/A

£0

91%

50

1,500+

Y

ON Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,100

N/A

£0

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Power Integrations

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

600

N/A

£0

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Qorvo

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

300

N/A

£0

90.00%

50

1,500+

Y

ROHM Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,400

N/A

£0

55.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,500

N/A

£0

96%

50

1,500+

Y

Skyworks

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

300

N/A

£0

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Spansion Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

600

N/A

£0

93.00%

50

1,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

4,500

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

36,900

N/A

£0

41%

50

1,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

100.00%

50

1,500+

Y

ATP, Innodisk, APRO Kingston

Simms International Plc

1000+

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

Y

3M

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,100

N/A

£0

16%

50

1,500+

Y

Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

25,600

N/A

£0

53%

50

1,500+

Y

Anderson Power Products

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

800

N/A

£0

50%

50

1,500+

Y

Cinch Connectivity Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,900

N/A

£0

82%

50

1,500+

Y

Delphi Connection Systems

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,300

N/A

£0

67.00%

50

1,500+

Y

FCI

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

4,300

N/A

£0

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Glenair

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,900

N/A

£0

76.00%

50

1,500+

Y

HARTING

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

4,700

N/A

£0

31%

50

1,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,200

N/A

£0

79%

50

1,500+

Y

Hellermann Tyton

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Hirose Electric

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

6,100

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Huber+Suhner

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

766

£116,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

ITW McMurdo

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

866

£219,000

£0

100.00%

6

38

Y

JAE Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,200

N/A

£0

32%

50

1,500+

Y

Kycon

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

LEMO

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,900

N/A

£0

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Website

No. of Lines for
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Manufacturer
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Distributor

Distributor
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS

INDUSTRIAL GRADE MEMORY MODULES
01622 852 848

www.simms.co.uk

N

INTERCONNECTION

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

16,900

N/A

£0

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Neutrik

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,000

N/A

£0

86%

50

1,500+

Y

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

12,000

N/A

£0

99.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Polamco

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

218

£146,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Positronic

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Souriau

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

1,929

£806,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Switchcraft

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,200

N/A

£0

69%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

30,900

N/A

£0

40%

50

1,500+

Y
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Cyclops Electronics

01904 415 415

www.cyclops-electronics.com

N/A

177,232

£5M

£100

75%

3

78

Y

+44.1480.408400

www.rocelec.com

Y

299

N/A

$250

10

400+

Y

01264 731009

www.sesemi.co.uk

Y

2800

N/A

£100

3

12

Y

Website

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Telephone

No. of Lines for
Principle

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

OBSOLESCENCE / HARD TO FIND
Rochester Electronics

Rochester Electronics
SeSemi Electronics LTD

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

8,200

N/A

£0

89%

50

1,500+

Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

22,500

N/A

£0

74%

50

1,500+

Y

Dialight

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

9,800

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Kingbright

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,100

N/A

£0

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Lumileds

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,100

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

NEC

Review Display System Ltd

01959 563345

www.review-displays.co.uk

Y

200

£200,000

£0

100%

5

20

Y

Newhaven Display

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Osram Opto Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,800

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

VCC

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,000

N/A

£0

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,100

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

AVX

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

70,700

N/A

£0

58.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

49,500

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

PASSIVES

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

10,400

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Cornell Dubilier

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

33,000

N/A

£0

65.00%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

31,000

N/A

£0

74.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Fair-Rite

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,000

N/A

£0

94.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Kemet

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

135,800

N/A

£0

93%

50

1,500+

Y
Y

KOA Speer

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

107,900

N/A

£0

82%

50

1,500+

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,800

N/A

£0

50.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

67,300

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Nichicon

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

21,600

N/A

£0

47.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Ohmite

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

17,300

N/A

£0

99.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

67,900

N/A

£0

69.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Taiyo Yuden

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

6,400

N/A

£0

82%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

25,300

N/A

£0

85.00%

50

1,500+

Y

TT Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

32,800

N/A

£0

55%

50

1,500+

Y

United Chemi-Con (UCC)

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

13,900

N/A

£0

99.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

119,800

N/A

£0

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Wurth Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

4,500

N/A

£0

63%

50

1,500+

Y

Yageo

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

45,300

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,400

N/A

£0

94.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Cincon

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,500

N/A

£0

60%

50

1,500+

Y

Cosel

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

11,800

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

CUI Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,900

N/A

£0

100%

50

1,500+

Y

FRIWO Gerätebau GmbH

Haredata Electronics

Y

250 - 500

POWER & BATTERIES

Jauch Quartz

01423 796240

www.haredata.co.uk

01276 605900

www.jauch.com

01844 204420

www.ecopacpower.co.uk

Y

€1M

£250

100%

7

14

Y

£500,000

0

95

15

130

Y

6,000

£2M

£0

100%

8

30

Y

4,500

N/A

£0

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Mean Well

Ecopac (UK) Power Ltd

Mean Well

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,200

N/A

£0

93%

50

1,500+

Y

RECOM

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

23,300

N/A

£0

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Schaffner

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

900

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

SL Power

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,100

N/A

£0

87%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK-Lambda

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

4,600

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

TRACO Power

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

3,400

N/A

£0

95%

50

1,500+

Y

All Sensors

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,300

N/A

£0

70.00%

50

1,500+

Y

ams

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

77%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

78%

50

1,500+

Y

Bosch

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

94.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,000

N/A

£0

66%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

15,500

N/A

£0

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

900

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Melexis

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

5,700

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

SENSORS
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No. of Lines for
Principle

Stock Value for
Principle

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

Sensirion

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,100

N/A

£0

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

ALPS

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

70.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Apem

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

96%

50

1,500+

Y

C&K Components

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,500

N/A

£0

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Carling Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

300

N/A

£0

87%

50

1,500+

Y

CHERRY

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

200

N/A

£0

77%

50

1,500+

Y

EAO Ltd

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

N

5,000

£500,000

£150

100%

6

22

Y

E-Switch

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Grayhill

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

84.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

700

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

NKK Switches

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

1,100

N/A

£0

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

900

N/A

£0

68%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

400

N/A

£0

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Marathon Special Products

Global Supply Services

Y

8,000

£800,000

£100

100%

3

11

Y

ADDA

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

800

N/A

£0

59.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Delta Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

28%

50

1,500+

Y

ebm-papst

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

2,200

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Sanyo Denki

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

Y

4,300

£150,000

£150

99%

6

22

Y

1,500+

Y

Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

Franchised
Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS

TERMINAL BLOCKS
01904 436 488

www.global-supply-services.com

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

Sanyo Denki

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

2,900

N/A

£0

N/A

Sunon

G.English Electronics Ltd

0208 855 0991

www.gelec.co.uk

Y

3,500

£1,000,000+

£0

100%

10

28

Y

Sunon

Thermaco Ltd

01684 566163

www.thermaco.co.uk

Y

3,500

£230,000

£100

100%

6

12

Y

Best Windings

Best Windings

0044 (0)1394 448424

300

N/A

£100

N/A

2

14

Y

Anaren

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

86.00%

50

1,500+

Y

B&B Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Bluegiga Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

93.00%

50

1,500+

Y

Digi International

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

200

N/A

£0

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Linx Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

85%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Redpine Signals

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

94%

50

1,500+

Y

RF Digital

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Wi2Wi

Mouser Electronics

0044 (0)1494-467490

www.mouser.co.uk

Y

100

N/A

£0

36%

50

1,500+

Y

TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS
www.bestwindings.co.uk

N

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
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Turnover

Location

Employees

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Approvals

BGA Capacity

Lead Free
Manufacturer

Prototyping

Design Capability

Full Turnkey

Cables and
Harnessing

www.awselectronicsgroup.com

£40m

UK & Slovakia

430

11

AS9100, ISO9001, 13485, 14001, TS16949, IPC-A-610 Class 3, NADCAP

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

www.challengersolutions.com

£10m

Essex/SE

100

7

AS9100 Rev D, ISO9001:2015, ISO 140001:2015, UL , CCC, IPC-610-G Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

www.cml-it.com

£12M

UK/EU/China

65

ISO9001, TS16949, UL ISO9001 2015, IATF 16949 2016

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Telephone

Website

AWS Electronics Group

01782 753200

Challenger Solutions Ltd

01245 325252

CML Innovative Technologies (uk) Ltd 01284 714700
Corintech Ltd

+44 (0)1425 655655 www.corintech.com

Custom Interconnect Ltd

01264 321321

£11m

UK & Far East

72

3

AS9100, ISO9001, IPC-A-610 Class 3, J-STD-001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

www.cil-uk.co.uk

£18.6m

Andover (Hampshire)

130

6

AS9100 ISO13485 ISO9001 IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

£1.25m

North Yorkshire

15

2

ISO9001:2008, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

£9m

Scotland

94

3

ATEX, ISO9001:2015, OHSAS18001, IPC-610-F class 3, ISO14001, ISO 13485,UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

DJ Assembly

01904 436 456

www.djassembly.com

Dynamic EMS Ltd

01383 822911

www.dynamic-ems.com

Electrica Limited

0161 343 7575

www.electricalimited.com

£1.75m

Cheshire

26

3

BSI ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610 to Class 3, IPC-J-STD-001, Cert IPC Trainer, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Electronic Technicians Ltd

01202 897722

www.etluk.co.uk

£3.5m

SE

55

2

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610/620 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Esprit Electronics Ltd

02380 455411

www.espritelectronics.com

£9m

S/Malaysia

80

4

ISO9001:2008, IPC610 to Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

FermionX Ltd

+44(0)1903 524600 www.fermionx.com

£5m

Worthing, W. Sussex

40

4

ISO9001:2015, ISO14001:2015, IPC 610 A Class 2 & 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

G&B Electronic Designs Ltd

01420 474188

www.gandbelectronics.co.uk

£4.2m

Hampshire

60

2

ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610, IPC J-STD-001, IPC 7711/7721, BS EN 61340-5-1 (ESD)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hallmark Electronics Ltd

01782 562255

www.hallmarkelectronics.com

£2m

M

26

2

ISO9000/UL, IPC610/D

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Icon Electronics Limited

01423 449080

www.iconelectronics.co.uk

£6.5m

Hampshire & Yorkshire

70

5

AS9100, ISO9001, BS EN ISO/IEC 80079-34:2018 ATEX, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Key-Tech Electronic Systems

01592 597711

www.key-tech.co.uk

£5m

Scotland

65

2

ISO9001:2015, J-STD-001, IPC-610/620 CLASS 3, IPC-7711,

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Nemco Limited

01438 346600

www.nemco.co.uk

£15.9m

SE

120

6

AS9100, ISO9001:2008, IPC610/620 to Class 3, ISO14001-2004, SC21

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Speedboard part of NOTE

01753 746700

www.speedboard.co.uk

£115m

UK/EU/China

1,050

18

IPC610 to Class 3, ISO9001:2015, 13485, 14001, 18001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

M-TEK (Assembly) Ltd

01189 455377

www.mtek.co.uk

£2.4m

SE

30

4

ISO9001-2008/IPC-A-610 Class 3/WHMA-620/ISO14001-2004/ IPC-7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Pektron

01332 832424

www.pektron.com

£50m

E-Midlands

350

8

ISO9001, ISO14001, TS16949, BEAB, VCA, TUV, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Protronix EMS

01582 418490

www.protronix.co.uk

£2.5m

Luton

10

2

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Season Electronics Limited

02392 452222

www.seasongroup.com

£5m/£100m

Havant, UK/USA/Mexico/China/Malaysia

65/1800

2/18

(AS9100 & ISO9001 in UK) (TS16949 & ISO13485 at sister sites)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Simtek EMS Ltd

01843 233120

www.simtekems.co.uk

£8.2m

SE

77

3

ISO9001:2008, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3 & IPC-7711

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TEXCEL TECHNOLOGY PLC

+44(0)1322621700

www.texceltechnology.com

£15.5m

SE

131

7

ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610 Class 3,

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tioga Limited

01332 360884

www.tioga.co.uk

£16m

Derby

130

6

ISO 9001, ISO 13485, ISO14001, IPC 610, 620, 7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Wilson Process Systems

01424 722222

www.wps.co.uk

£12m

SE

100

5

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Location

Prototyping

Y

Y

Modifications

N

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3, Certified IPC Trainer (IPC-A-610, J-STD-001 & J-STD-001 Space Addendum)

Obsolescence Solutions

ISO9001:2015, IPC610, IPC620

3

Flexi / Flexi-Rigid

N/A

90

Metal PCBs

60

UK

Multi-layer
4-10/10-20-20-30

Swindon, UK

£10m

Double-sided

£5.5m

jaltek.com

Volume Small, Medium, Large

www.iew.co.uk

01582578170

Service Provided
(i.e Broker, Manufacture
&/or Repair)

Industrial Electonic Wiring Ltd. +44(0)1793 694033
Jaltek

01462 894312

www.ablcircuits.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9000: 2015

SML

Y

4-10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Cambridge Circuit Company Ltd

01223 423100

www.cambridge-circuit.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9001:2015, UL, ISO 14001:2015

SML

Y

4-16

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

DK-Daleba Printed Circuits

01992 510000

www.dk-daleba.co.uk

B/M/R

UK, Europe, Asia, USA

UL, ISO9001:2008, TS16949:2009

SML

Y

4-30

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Fineline VAR Ltd

+44 (0)1249 815 815

www.fineline-global.com

B

UK / Global

ISO9001:2015 / UL/ TS16949 / Nadcap/ AS9100/ISO14001

SML

Y

4-60

Y

Y

y

y

y

GSPK Circuits Ltd

+44(0)1423 321100

www.gspkcircuits.ltd.uk

M/R

UK, Europe, Asia

IS 9001:2015, IATF 16949:2016, EN (AS) 9100

SML

Y

4-34

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

PCB Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Telephone

ABL Circuits Ltd

Website

Approvals

0116 2891122

www.lefcircuits.co.uk

M/R

M

ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610

SML

Y

4-30

Y

F/R

Y

Y

Y

Stevenage Circuits Ltd

01438 761811

www.stevenagecircuits.co.uk

M/B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001, EN9100:2009, UL, JOSCAR

SML

Y

4-44+

Y

F, F/R

Y

Y

Y

Tate Circuit Industries Ltd

01889 583627

www.tatecircuits.com

B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2015, UL

SML

Y

4-20

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

LEF Circuits

2

PRE-REGISTER
TODAY!
at www.electronic-component-show.co.uk
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Multi-Award Winning
Authorised Distributor

Industrial Solutions Company
Enabling next generation industrial, automation
and IoT applications with a diverse range
of cutting-edge products.
Products Include :

◦ Wireless Modules ◦ Sensors
◦ Switches ◦ Batteries ◦ Circuit Protection
◦ Thermal Management ◦ Capacitors
◦ Resistors ◦ Inductors

Discover our extensive portfolio

www.anglia-live.com

View products with
your Smartphone

